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A Catalytic Event for Response
Research? Introducing Our New
Journal: Editor’s Introduction
Dana R. Ferris
University of California, Davis

M

y own interest in launching this journal arose in the spring of
2012 when I taught a new doctoral seminar on response to student writing. I had a very bright and engaged group of students
who, for the major assignments in the course, reviewed the existing literature and made research proposals related to their own interests around the
broad topic of response. Their topics and ideas were fascinating and on the
cutting edge, but there was a problem: In several instances, there was little
(or no) recent research for them to review.
While there certainly are scholars out there doing empirical work on
response/feedback to writing, much of the activity around this topic appears
to have peaked in the 1980s in composition studies and in the 1990s in second language writing studies. Though several practical/scholarly syntheses (authored or edited volumes) appeared in the 2000s (e.g., Bitchener &
Ferris, 2012; Ferris, 2003, 2011; Goldstein, 2005; Hyland & Hyland, 2006;
Liu & Hansen, 2002; Straub, 2006), few of these contributions involved reporting on newly completed empirical research on response to writing. The
one notable exception to this generalization is research on written corrective feedback in second language acquisition/writing; work on this specific
feedback subtopic has been extensive, mostly published in the Journal of
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Second Language Writing and in applied linguistics journals. However, many
other interesting and important topics—teachers’ written commentary, peer
response, teacher-student writing conferences, writing center interactions—
have been relatively under-represented in the research literature over the
past 10–15 years. Other newer topics, such as the influence of technology on
instructor and peer feedback, have barely been touched upon.
Reflecting upon this experience with my graduate students, I couldn’t
help but think of the catalytic events that have propelled second language
writing scholarship into the highly active phase it entered about 20 years
ago—specifically, the launching of the Journal of Second Language Writing
(JSLW) in 1992 and of the Symposium on Second Language Writing (first
biannual, now annual) in 1998. JSLW, under the guidance of its founding
editors Tony Silva and Ilona Leki, became a centralized place where second
language writing (SLW) scholars could disseminate their work and others
could make a first stop in reviewing the literature on various SLW topics.
Having watched this journal (and the symposium) from its beginnings,
I believe that having these centralized, easy-to-find dissemination outlets
has encouraged scholarship in SLW—in the sense both that scholars know
they have a place to send their work and that newer scholars read/hear
about others’ research and become inspired to pursue their own ideas.
There are so many publication outlets these days, and it can be hard
to expeditiously find and obtain everything relevant to one’s interests. It is
our hope that a journal focused on response to writing will have a similar
catalytic effect over time and inspire more researchers to (re)turn to the
important and interesting subtopics surrounding response.

What We’re About
The purpose of this journal is to disseminate researchers’ and teachers’
scholarly work related to responding to writing. We interpret the term
“response” broadly, which is why the title of the journal is not more narrowly focused on, say, student writing or on teacher response or on written response. Response can be about all of those things, but it can cover
other ground as well. For example, one of my students in that 2012 doctoral
seminar proposed a research project to examine the interactions of both
students and their teaching assistants (TAs) on an online discussion board
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for a large university lecture course. In this forum, peers and TAs are giving each other feedback about their online contributions and, indirectly,
about their understanding of course content, but this is not the same as
a teacher writing comments or corrections on a piece of assigned student
writing. Another of my students proposed a study of how the “feedback”
young writers receive on social networking platforms (e.g., through “Likes”
or comments attached to Facebook status updates) influences how they
process and use feedback in more formal academic settings. These are
merely two examples of how the topic of “response” can be interpreted
more broadly than simply what the teacher says to a student in the specific
context of a writing course.
Possible Topics for Further Exploration
With the above discussion in mind, we envision both research- and
teaching-focused articles that might focus on any of the following response subtopics:
• Descriptions of teachers’ written feedback approaches (and their effects
on student writers)
• Specific discussions of written error correction (also known in the literature as written corrective feedback, or “written CF”)
• Explorations of peer review (descriptions, effects, student reactions)
• Studies of guided self-feedback (in which students are led through reflective and/or analytic activities to critically assess their own writing)
• Investigations of student/consultant interactions within writing/learning center contexts
• Teacher-student writing conferences (one-on-one oral interactions,
online interactions, pair or small group conferences)
• How the affordances of technology influence response dynamics
(including the above-mentioned contexts of online course discussion
boards and social media sites)
• Feedback in academic settings other than the undergraduate writing
course (courses in the disciplines, thesis/dissertation students’ interactions with their supervisors)
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• How new teachers learn about response and how in-service teachers develop/improve their responding strategies
• How teachers interact with each other about response
• How response interacts with approaches to writing assessment (for example, how feedback is different in a portfolio course compared to a
traditional assessment scheme in which every assignment is separately
graded)
• How students process and apply teacher and peer feedback, and how
student desires and preferences are/are not considered and accommodated
• How students and teachers interact about response (for example,
students giving teachers feedback about their feedback, or how teachers
prepare students for response interactions)
The above list is just for starters, however. We hope that readers and prospective authors may consider and submit articles that cover other ground
(for example, response in the workplace) beyond academic settings as well.
Article Genres
We anticipate publishing articles in at least four distinct subgenres:
1. Featured articles: These are full-length articles (around 8000 words, excluding abstract and references) reporting on new empirical research on
response.
2. Teaching articles: These are shorter articles (around 3000 words, excluding references) in which authors describe their own or their program’s
teaching practices around response. While these articles should still be
grounded in appropriate theory/previous research, we would expect a
much shorter review of the literature than in featured articles and that
most of the text would be of a practical nature.
3. Review articles: Our primary focus in this journal is to publish new empirical work and teaching-oriented work. However, we may occasionally publish articles that review the relevant literature on a particular
response subtopic, arriving at a concluding synthesis/summary about
the state-of-the-research on that particular issue and where researchers
can and should go next in their explorations.
Ferris, Dana R. (2015). “A Catalytic Event for Response Research? Introducing Our
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4. Book reviews: As/if new books appear that focus on response, we hope to
publish reviews of those books in a timely manner. (We are not especially interested in publishing book reviews unless the book is primarily
focused on response.)
It is also possible that we will publish articles that cross subgenres (e.g., a
primarily teaching-focused article that also reports on a small amount of
data) if crossing the genre boundaries seems appropriate in that particular
instance. We hope to publish 3–4 articles in each issue, which will appear
twice per calendar year.
Audience(s)
Much of the empirical research on response has been published in journals
and books representing two distinct disciplinary traditions: composition
studies and applied linguistics/SLW studies. Another way of putting this is
that one audience for publications on response has been teachers/researchers focused on first language (L1) students and another focused on second language (L2) students. We do not intend to make this distinction in
this journal. While the characteristics and backgrounds of student writers receiving feedback are certainly relevant and should be accounted for
in individual articles, the broader issues surrounding response (teachers’
written/oral feedback strategies, peer response, corrective feedback on
language matters, technology, teacher preparation, etc.) are common to both
audiences. Further, of course, in many present pedagogical contexts, instructors are working with both L1 and L2 students in the same classes, so
artificial divides between scholarship on response issues seem rather passé.
Thus, you will notice that our inaugural editorial board includes scholars
from both L1 and L2 settings and that our first issue includes articles that
should appeal to both audiences.
Beyond the L1/L2 issue, it is worth reiterating as an “audience” point
that our journal’s interests extend well beyond the undergraduate composition or SLW classroom—to classes across the disciplines, to graduate student/supervisor interactions, to the types of feedback authors receive from
journal reviewers or editors, to nonacademic settings (workplace, online
interactions, etc.), and to K–12 (primary and secondary school) settings as
Ferris, Dana R. (2015). “A Catalytic Event for Response Research? Introducing Our
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well. In other words, the “audience” for response to writing can be broadly
interpreted as anyone who receives feedback on something they wrote.
Research Paradigms and Methodology
One of the characteristics we appreciate most about the Journal of Second
Language Writing is its “big tent” approach to acceptable research designs.
Whereas some publications in various (sub)disciplines clearly privilege
either quantitative or qualitative inquiry, we hope and intend to publish
articles representing either paradigm as well as mixed-methods approaches. Indeed, our two empirical articles in this issue illustrate this intent, as
we have one quantitative piece that utilizes inferential statistics and one
qualitative case study research article. Further, we support and will carefully consider replication studies if they bring new insights to a relevant
conversation.
Journal Value Statements
To summarize everything I’ve said already and to add a bit further to it,
I’d like to share the “value statements” to which our editorial board has
agreed. We may add to or adapt these as we go along, but these are our
starting points:
1. Publications in JRW should appeal to L1, L2, and/or foreign language
(FL) writing professionals but be written in a way that the findings and
conclusions are accessible and interesting to audience members in all
domains.
2. JRW will publish research following any methodological approach as
long as the methodology suits the inquiry appropriately and is sufficiently explained so that readers can understand and appreciate it. In other
words, we are open to quantitative, qualitative, and mixed-methods
designs.
3. Replication studies are welcomed if they bring new insights to a relevant
conversation or have strong potential to encourage further empirical
research.
4. Research articles, whether primary or secondary, should be well-grounded
Ferris, Dana R. (2015). “A Catalytic Event for Response Research? Introducing Our
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in appropriate and relevant practice, prior research, and/or theory. (The
definition of “well-grounded” can and should vary according to the research questions and design.)
5. The journal editorship should help the journal succeed in metrics relevant to academic publishing through high levels of reviewer and editorial
rigor, strategic management of resources, and effective communication.
Two points are made in this list that I haven’t already covered above. First,
many journals insist that all empirical research articles include a rehearsal of the “theoretical foundations” of the study. While all research should
clearly be grounded in appropriate and relevant theory, we do not necessarily agree that every single paper we publish must absolutely include such
a theoretical foundations section. Rather, we have chosen our wording in
value statement #4 to incorporate a more flexible approach to this principle
of theoretical grounding. Finally (point #5), it is in everyone’s best interest
(authors, editors, readers) that we keep rigor and excellence as high values.
So although we are a new, small, online journal, it should not be assumed
that there is a “low bar” for publication acceptance.

Special Thanks
The organizational energy behind this journal has come from Grant
Eckstein, Norman Evans, and James Hartshorn. As managing editor, Grant
(who just completed his Ph.D. in Linguistics at UC Davis) has done most
of the legwork to keep the details straight and the development process
moving forward. In the earliest formative stages, it was he who corralled
several busy academics to discuss ideas and vision behind the journal and
keep us on track. Special thanks are also due to Professor Norman Evans
and James Hartshorn of Brigham Young University, who not only were
part of the earliest meetings about the journal, but also arranged for its
online publication through BYU. They also investigated the need for and
interest in a new journal focused on response to writing, and their report/
findings can be seen in “A new scholarly journal as a response to a professional need,” included in this first issue.
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Finally, thanks are also due to all of the members of our editorial
board for their support and assistance in reviewing the initial round of
manuscripts.

Introduction to This Issue
We are very pleased that our introductory issue includes interesting and
well-written articles that cross a range of topics, research paradigms, and
genres. Following this editor’s introduction and the Hartshorn/Evans short
report on their survey about the need for this journal, we present two featured articles that report upon new empirical research. Rahimi’s article,
“The role of individual differences in L2 learners’ retention of written corrective feedback,” employs quantitative methods to examine the relationship between students’ learning styles and motivation and their retention
of written corrective feedback from their teachers. Eun Young Julia Kim’s
paper, “‘I don’t understand what you’re saying!’ Lessons from three case
studies,” examines the interactions of three L2 writers interacting with
native-English-speaking tutors in a campus writing center. Andrea Scott’s
teaching issues article, “Commenting across the disciplines: Partnering
with writing centers to train faculty to respond effectively to student writing,” describes how her institution transitioned into a collaborative model
in which writing center consultants and faculty in the disciplines worked
together to help faculty develop more effective feedback practices. Finally,
Lauren Kelly reviews Nancy Sommers’s 2013 publication, Responding to
writing (Bedford St. Martin’s). We are grateful to these authors and others
who submitted manuscripts for taking a chance on a new publication and
for their patience as we worked through editorial and submission glitches.
We hope you enjoy this first issue and look forward to your feedback—
and hope that you will send us your work! Thanks for reading.
Dana Ferris , Editor-in-Chief
Davis, California
October, 2014
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The Journal of Response to Writing:
A Response to a Professional Need
K. James Hartshorn
Norman W. Evans
Brigham Young University

I

n a conversation with an editor of the Journal of Second Language Writing, the question was asked, “What is the most popular topic of submitted manuscripts to the Journal?” The response was as decisive as it was
quick, “That’s easy. Feedback or response to writing is by far the most commonly submitted topic.” That brief exchange triggered a number of questions that needed answers. First and foremost among those questions is, if
response to writing is such a popular topic, might there be a need within our
profession for another venue for such scholarship? Though the Journal of
Second Language Writing is extraordinary at disseminating the highest quality research on broad aspects of second language writing, space within its
pages is limited. Therefore, we determined to investigate whether there is indeed a need for another venue for quality scholarship on response to writing
for international dissemination.

The Study
Aims of this Study
This brief report presents the findings of an exploratory survey used to
gather data regarding the potential interest and benefits of initiating a
Hartshorn, K. James, and Norman W. Evans (2015). “The Journal of Response to Writing:
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new academic journal designed to focus on response to writing. Survey
questions sought to identify (1) the perceived importance of feedback to
writing improvement, (2) the relative importance of teachers focusing on
language or content when working with native and non-native learners,
(3) how often teachers consult specific types of scholarship associated with
writing and how they access it, (4) the perceived need for a new scholarly
journal that would focus exclusively on response to writing, and (5) teachers’
views about the most important areas for future research.
Participants
The survey was sent to 1608 writing teachers from around the world and
was completed by 544 individuals. First, we provide some background
information about the respondents to help contextualize the findings of
this study. On average, respondents had taught writing for 17.52 years.
Most held advanced degrees as shown in Table 1 and worked in a variety of
specialized areas of writing as shown in Table 2.

Table 1. Educational level of respondents
Educational level
Completed bachelor’s degree			
Working on master’s degree			
Completed master’s degree			
Working on doctoral degree			
Completed doctoral degree			

Percent
1.67%
1.67%
32.84%
12.80%
51.02%

Table 2. Professional backgrounds of respondents
Professional backgrounds
Foreign/second language teaching 		
Second language writing			
Rhetoric/composition
Applied linguistics
Editing
Literature studies
Creative writing

Percent
57.89%
45.46%
39.33%
36.18%
20.59%
19.67%
11.50%

Hartshorn, K. James, and Norman W. Evans (2015). “The Journal of Response to Writing:
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The Importance of Feedback to Writing Pedagogy
Participants in this study first addressed the question, how important is
feedback to writing improvement? The purpose of this question was to
help clarify the perceptions of the respondents regarding the underlying
premise of a journal designed to focus on response to writing. Figure 1
displays response frequencies from the 5-point Likert-scale item. These
results show that more than 90% of the teachers believe strongly in the
importance of feedback to writing improvement. Perhaps one respondent’s
comment captures the level of importance best, “Response to writing is not
part of teaching writing, it IS teaching writing. It’s the heart and soul.”

Figure 1. Teachers’ view of the importance of feedback on writing

Differences in Responding to L1 and L2 Writing
Respondents also answered the question, when responding to student
writing, what percent of your feedback is focused on language issues (e.g.,
grammar, vocabulary, mechanics) versus content issues (e.g., idea development, rhetoric, genre, style, organization) for non-native and native speakers? The purpose of this question was to determine whether practice
differs depending on the language background of the learners. Table 3
presents mean percentages (M) and standard deviations (SD). Though
the comparison of the feedback focusing on content for native and
non-native speakers was statistically significant, t(481)= -3.063 , p=.001,
the effect size was negligible (η2=.019). However, the comparison focusing on language issues was statistically significant, t(481)= -17.714 ,
p<.001, with a large effect size (η2 = .395). This suggests that while there
may be some similarities in how writing teachers address content for
their native and non-native students, they may believe that non-native
Hartshorn, K. James, and Norman W. Evans (2015). “The Journal of Response to Writing:
A Response to a Professional Need.” Journal of Response to Writing, 1(1): 11–18.
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learners need a much greater focus on language-related issues. These
findings are consistent with findings from other studies (e.g., Evans,
Hartshorn, & Tuioti, 2010; Hartshorn, Evans, Tuioti, 2014).
Table 3. Mean percentages
Native Language			
Non-native English speakers 		
Native English speakers		

Language
M
(SD)
38.94% (21.90)
17.80% (20.20)

Content
M
(SD)
54.78% (24.03)
47.09% (53.80)

Other
6.28%
35.11%

The Most Impactful Types of Scholarship
Teachers also responded to the question: How often do you consult scholarship in the following areas? The respective areas included writing program administration, writing centers, composition theory, L2 writing
theory, composition pedagogy, L2 writing teaching, and responding to
writing. Our purpose in asking this question was to determine which areas
of scholarship appeared to have the largest impact on the practice of writing teachers. We reasoned that a new journal would only be useful if it
focused on the areas of greatest need for the practitioners. Participants
responded to a 6-point Likert scale which included the following categories: never (1), rarely (2), occasionally (3), regularly (4), frequently (5), and
very frequently (6).
The frequency comparison across the seven areas of scholarship was
significant, F(6,3643)=40.921, p<.001. Table 4 shows the number of
responses (N), the mean (M), and standard deviation (SD) for each type
of scholarship. Frequencies ranged between rarely and occasionally for
writing program administration and writing centers and ranged between
occasionally and regularly for composition theory, L2 writing theory, composition pedagogy, L2 writing teaching, and responding to student writing.
Table 4 also presents the results of a Tukey HSD test, which shows
where statistically significant differences were observed across types of
scholarship. The table shows six statistically significant groups differentiated
by columns 1-6. While types of scholarship marked (X) within a single
column are not significantly different from each other, they differ from
the other types of scholarship marked (–) within each column. For example, access to scholarship on writing program administration did not differ
Hartshorn, K. James, and Norman W. Evans (2015). “The Journal of Response to Writing:
A Response to a Professional Need.” Journal of Response to Writing, 1(1): 11–18.
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significantly from scholarship on writing centers, though it did differ from
composition theory and each of the other types of scholarship with higher
means. Similarly, responding to writing was the single most frequently
accessed type of scholarship, and significantly differed from each of the
other types of scholarship except for L2 writing teaching.
These results suggest that respondents seem fairly well informed
regarding current research across a variety of closely related disciplines
that support writing pedagogy. They also show that L2 writing teaching
and responding to writing were the most popular topics, which supported
our expectations. This finding led us to believe that a new writing journal
would be the most beneficial if it focused primarily on issues of response
to writing and included ideas for L2 writing teaching.
Table 4. Significant differences across types of scholarship
N

M

SD

Statistically different groupings
1 2 3 4 5 6

Writing program		
admin

501

2.707

1.52

X

-

-

-

-

-

Writing centers		

515

2.885

1.42

X

X

-

-

-

-

		
Composition theory

518

3.143

1.46

-

X

X

-

-

-

		
L2 writing theory

525

3.310

1.43

-

-

X

X

-

-

		
Composition pedagogy

528

3.441

1.41

-

-

-

X

X

-

		
L2 writing teaching

532

3.607

1.42

-

-

-

-

X

X

Responding to 		
writing

531

3.859

1.36

-

-

-

-

-

X

Preferred Methods for Accessing Scholarship
The next question addressed the frequency with which teachers access
research among four common methods, including online, print, conferences, or books. The purpose for this question was to identify the most
relevant methods for accessing research. Figure 2 displays the respondents’
most frequent source for research access. Results show overwhelmingly that the vast majority of respondents most frequently access research
Hartshorn, K. James, and Norman W. Evans (2015). “The Journal of Response to Writing:
A Response to a Professional Need.” Journal of Response to Writing, 1(1): 11–18.
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Figure 2. Most frequent method for research access

through online1 sources, which greatly exceeded all other methods combined, χ²(3, N= 483) = 340.611, p<.001, V= .485. This suggests that an
online journal format may be the most beneficial.
The Need for a New Scholarly Journal
Using an eight-point Likert scale, the next item invited respondents to
indicate their level of agreement with the statement there is a need for a
scholarly journal that focuses exclusively on response to writing. Response
frequencies are presented in Figure 3. Though 21.40% of the respondents
voiced some disagreement with the statement, 78.60% expressed some
level of agreement, which proved to be statistically significant with a large
effect size, χ²(1, N= 542) = 177.306, p<.001, V= .572.

Figure 3. The perceived need for a new journal focusing on response to writing
1. Standardized residuals (R): online R=15.948, print R= -4.345, conferences
R= -5.619, books R= -5.983.
Hartshorn, K. James, and Norman W. Evans (2015). “The Journal of Response to Writing:
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The Most Important Areas for Research
The final question addressed which areas of response to writing the practitioners felt were the most important for researchers and practitioners. A
small sampling of responses include the following:
• Principled approaches to responding
• Teacher preparation to provide feedback
• Learner preparation to receive feedback
• Learner transfer of feedback
• Learner feedback to the feedback
• Response and assessment: confluence and divergence
• The place of writing centers and response to writing
• Finding balance in response: language/content, efficiency and
appropriateness
• The issue of time: time management, timely feedback, and when to
respond
• Peer feedback and its various ramifications

Conclusion
The results of this survey seem to answer our initial questions quite clearly.
There is indeed a need for another venue for quality scholarship on response to writing for international dissemination. These findings strongly
support the launch of a new scholarly journal that focuses on response
to writing in a context that recognizes important differences between the
needs of L1 and L2 writers. Welcome to the Journal of Response to Writing.
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The Role of individual differences in L2
learners’ retention of written corrective
feedback
Mohammad Rahimi
Département de didactique des langues, Université du
Québec à Montréal
The present study aims to investigate the extent to which L2 learners’ individual
differences (field dependency and writing motivation) predict their retention of a
teacher’s written corrective feedback (CF) in the short and in the long run. Using
Ellis’s (2010) theoretical framework, the study examines the issue from cognitive
and affective perspectives. Data was collected from 127 intermediate-level university students through written essays, a field-dependence/independence (FDI)
questionnaire, and a writing motivation questionnaire, which were analyzed
through t test, ANOVA, and multiple regression. The results reveal that there
is a strong relationship between field independence (FI) style and the students’
successful short-term and long-term retention of corrections in the subsequent
writings. Writing motivation, however, influences the short-term retention of CF
only.
Keywords: Field dependence; Field independence; Writing motivation; Corrective
feedback; Learning style; Individual differences; Retention of corrective feedback

P

roviding feedback on L2 learners’ errors has been widely accepted as
an essential teaching strategy by both practitioners and researchers.
Bitchener & Ferris (2012) suggest that the negative evidence, that
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is, teacher’s corrective feedback (CF), is an integral part of any formal
instruction, which eventually leads to second language acquisition (SLA).
However, research has not yet reached conclusive results on the effectiveness of CF. Though the majority of experts support the beneficial effects
of feedback (e.g., Bitchener, 2008; Bitchener & Knoch, 2008; Ellis, Sheen,
Murakami, & Takashima, 2008; Ferris, 2006; Rahimi, 2009; Sheen, 2007),
debates are ongoing with regard to its effectiveness in improving L2 learners’
writing accuracy (e.g., Fazio, 2001; Kepner, 1991; Polio, Fleck, & Leder,
1998; Truscott, 1996, 1999, 2004, 2007, among others).
The lack of supportive evidence for the positive effect of written CF has
been attributed to the large gap that is present in CF research designs (e.g.,
Bitchener, 2008; Bitchener & Knoch, 2008; Ellis, 2010; Evans, Hartshorn,
McCollum, & Wolfersberger, 2010; Ferris, 2010; Goldstein, 2005; Guénette,
2007). Previous written CF research designs are now believed to be incomplete because they have not taken into account the contextual and the
individual factors (language learning context, learning style, and motivation),
which contribute to the efficacy of feedback and improve L2 learners’ autonomy in error correction. Ellis (2010) contends, “The vast bulk of CF
studies have ignored learner factors, focusing instead on the relationship
and the effect of specific CF strategies and learning outcomes” (p. 339).
Ferris (2010), also, calls for further research that controls for learners’ contextual and individual differences. She argues that the lack of sufficient
research on these aspects is “one of the most surprising oversights in
written CF research” (p. 196).
The present study addresses this issue by investigating the relationship
between individual learner variables and the extent to which L2 learners
improve their writing accuracy in response to the teacher’s written CF.

Literature Review
In spite of the important role of individual differences (IDs) in L2 learning
(Brown, 2007; Williams & Burden, 1997), their contribution to L2 learners’
engagement with written CF or writing development, for that matter, has
not been sufficiently investigated in writing research. The following sections
report on the studies that have, directly or indirectly, touched upon this issue.
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Individual Differences
Empirical studies that address IDs in the discipline of written CF can
be divided into two categories. The first is a series of studies investigating individuals’ general preferences and attitudes toward the use of
CF (e.g., Cumming, 1995; Ferris, 1995; Ferris & Roberts, 2001; Gram,
2005; Hedgcock & Lefkowitz, 1994; Hyland, 1998; Lee, 2004; Leki, 1991;
Zacharias, 2007). The results of these studies indicate that learners value
teachers’ written feedback and expect their instructors to comment on
their errors. These studies, however, as mentioned above, do not directly
address the issue investigated in the present study, that is, whether and to
what extent IDs contribute to L2 learners’ response to written CF.
The second set of studies focuses on the role of learners’ cognitive processes as well as their perceptions and views in receiving, taking up, and
retaining CF. For example, Goldstein (2006) explored the role of contextual and individual factors in acceptance and application of written CF.
From a close examination of two L2 writers, he found that the interaction
between their motivation and the instructional setting contributed to how
they used written feedback. He argued that such factors as motivation, attitude towards setting, sociopolitical forces, and communication between
teacher and students play important roles in whether and how the students
responded to written CF.
In another case study, Qui and Lapkin (2001) investigated the role of
the quality of noticing in the uptake of CF. A qualitative analysis of thinkaloud protocols obtained from two students showed that L2 learners’ quality of noticing while applying teacher’s comments positively affected their
uptake of CF. Sachs and Polio (2007) replicated this study with a larger
number of participants and found a positive relationship between noticing
the feedback and the accuracy of subsequent revisions.
Taking a sociocultural approach to data collection and analysis, Storch
and Wiggleworth (2010) showed that CF uptake was highly dependent
on the depth of engagement with errors. The results also showed that the
affective factors such as beliefs about language use shaped by the learners’ previous language learning experiences, attitude toward the form of
feedback, and goals to improve the accuracy of their texts contributed to
feedback retention.
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Hyland (2011), too, showed the positive impact of learners’ attitudes
and motivation on their engagement with written CF. The results of the
study indicated that students’ willingness to engage with form-focused
feedback highly depended on their learning goals. The study also showed
that progress in developing accuracy was strongly associated with diverse
motivational profiles. Similar studies focusing on the role of affective variables in the effective uptake of written CF by Swain (2006) and Swain and
Lapkin (2003) confirmed the relationship between L2 learners’ goals, attitudes, and beliefs and successful CF uptake.
Overall, although the studies reviewed above have touched on the
issue of IDs and written CF, they mainly focus on cognitive strategies and
attitudes. These variables, unlike learning styles and writing motivation,
are of a general and changing nature. In fact, learning styles are rather
fixed and stable and could strongly contribute to CF effect because they
represent learners’ “general approaches to and preferred ways of learning” (Cohen, 2012, p. 142). On the other hand, writing motivation is
an important leaner factor that is specifically relevant to written CF because it has been proved to enhance the writing ability (Troia, Harbaugh,
Shankland, Wolbers, & Lawrence, 2013). Additionally, the existing research has concentrated on learners’ uptake of CF (i.e., the improvement
in the immediate revisions), which is not necessarily indicative of writing
improvement (Truscott, 1996). The impact of L2 learners’ learning styles
and writing motivation on their retention of written CF (i.e., observed
improvement on writing tasks over time), however, is yet to be explored.
Learning style and written CF. Empirical research on the contribution
of learning style to the efficacy of written CF, or even to writing pedagogy,
for that matter, is almost nonexistent. What has so far been done investigates the relationship between learning style and SLA (e.g., Ehrman, 1996;
Johnson, Prior, & Artuso, 2000; Kinsella, 1995; Oxford, 1995; Sternberg
& Grigorenko, 2001; Williams & Burden, 1997). However, among the
identified learning styles, only a few seem to have strong bearing on the
issue of CF effect, due to their relevance to form-focused instruction (Ellis,
2001); one of these learning styles is field-dependence/field-independence
(FDI), which was proposed early on (Naiman, Frohlich, Stern, & Todesco,
1978) as the most important variable for learning a second language and
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continues to receive research interest. Previous research in this area, although limited to the relationship between FDI style and second language
learning, could shed some light on the contribution of this learning style to
L2 learners’ engagement with CF.
The two opposing styles (field dependence [FD] vs. field independence
[FI]) signify different approaches to learning a second language. For instance,
according to Ellis (1989), FD learners are strongly influenced by context,
prefer an integrative approach to learning, usually accept the plan and the
assistance provided by others, and are more cooperative in problem-solving
activities. FI learners, on the other hand, are more autonomous, can plan
their own problem-solving structure, and “are able to operate in a more
analytical fashion” (Ellis, 1989, p.250). Research has also shown that FI students are more successful language learners in a classroom context, while FD
learners do better in informal contexts (Abraham & Vann, 1987; Chapelle
& Roberts, 1986; Day, 1984). More specifically, FI learners benefit from second language form-focused instruction more than FD learners (Ellis, 1989).
Writing motivation and written CF. Similar to research on FDI style,
previous studies on motivation do not directly address the issue explored
in the present study. The existing research reports on the positive effect of
motivation for language leaning on writing improvement (Goldstein, 2006;
Hayes, 1996; Hyland, 2011; Zimmerman & Riesmberg, 1997). Motivation
for writing, however, is different from that of language learning because
writing tasks are inherently more challenging for the students as they involve “numerous lower- and higher-order psycholinguistic processes that
are situated within a dynamic motivational state” (Troia et al., 2013, p. 18).
Hence, writing motivation requires special attention in research on writing
development.
In sum, although the research on FDI and motivation, reviewed above,
sheds some light on the relationship between IDs and language learning, it
does not have direct bearing on the contribution of FDI and writing motivation to the efficacy of written CF. The present study, hence, seeks to
address this issue in some detail.
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Theoretical Framework
The study adopted Ellis’ (2010) framework for investigating oral and written CF (Figure 1). The model is one of the few attempts that has sought to
identify potential variables for exploration.
This framework describes how individual learner variables (i.e., cognitive and affective variables) and contextual factors (e.g., educational setting
and language learning context) contribute to learners’ response to and engagement with CF. As Ellis (2010, p. 338) suggests, these factors “mediate
between the CF that learners receive and their engagement with the CF
and thereby influence learning outcomes.” He, however, emphasizes that
the framework should not be regarded as a CF theory. He suggests,
The approach to the investigation of CF that I have expounded is
componential, analytic, and, arguably, reductionist. The framework
identifies specific variables involved in CF and provides a basis for
examining each one separately and for investigating the relationships
between them. (p. 346)
Individual difference factors

Engagement

Oral and written CF

Learning
outcomes

Contextual factors

Figure 1. A componential framework for investigating CF (from Ellis, 2010, p. 337)
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Study Rationale
As mentioned above, Ellis (2010) argues that learners’ IDs and contextual factors influence how and to what extent they respond to the teacher’s
CF and develop their interlanguage. Hence, in order to provide a clearer
picture of the impact of CF on the improvement of L2 learners’ linguistic
accuracy, CF studies must incorporate these variables into their design. In
a similar vein, Ferris (2010) emphasizes the important role of IDs in L2
learners’ response to CF. She suggests, “some students benefit more from
CF than others, for a variety of reasons such as motivation, learning style,
and metalinguistic background knowledge” (p. 197). She also argues that
contextual differences (EFL or ESL) are not accounted for in the present
CF research. She, therefore, calls for research designs that take contextual
and individual differences into account. In line with these discussions, the
present study investigates the impact of FDI and writing motivation on
students’ short- and long-term retention of teacher’s CF in an EFL context.

Research Questions
To investigate the relationship between IDs and the efficacy of written CF,
the following research questions were asked:
1. To what extent do EFL learners retain teacher’s CF in their subsequent
texts both in the short and in the long term?
2. To what extent do FDI style and motivation for writing predict Iranian
EFL learners’ short- and long-term retention of written CF?

Method
In order to explore the extent to which writing motivation and FDI predict
EFL learners’ short- and long-term retention of written CF (if any), a pre-,
post- and delayed post-test design was adopted.
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Participants
Data were collected from 127 sophomore EFL learners (85 females, 42
males), aged between 20 and 22, in a large public university in Iran. They
were native speakers of Persian but had studied English (as one of their
compulsory courses) at school for six years, and the courses they had
passed in the first year of the university were all in English. All the participants had passed an advanced-writing, two reading, and two conversation
courses and were taking a linguistics, an oral reproduction of stories, and
four literature courses at the time of the experiment. This sample was selected from an original population of 157 students participating in four
intact essay writing classes, who had been randomly assigned to an experimental (two classes) and a control (two classes) group. The essay-writing
course was a developmental writing class intended to teach the students
how to write well-organized expository and argumentative essays and prepare them for the following academic writing course.
The participants had intermediate English, which was the required
proficiency level for the courses they were taking. However, as this was
not tested by the university, they also completed a proficiency and then a
writing test to provide a more accurate evaluation of their level of language
proficiency and writing ability. Ensuring a homogenous sample in terms
of general language proficiency and writing ability was important as these
were not variables of interest in the present study.
The participants’ general language proficiency was measured by the
Oxford Placement Test (OPT) and their writing ability was evaluated by
having them write an essay on an assigned topic, for which they were given
105 minutes (the whole class time). The essays were rated based on the
Jacobs, Zinkgarf, Wormuth, Hartfiel, and Hughey (1981) ESL Composition
Profile, which is an analytic scoring scheme assessing writing content and
accuracy. Based on the results obtained from the OPT, 139 students were
at an intermediate level of proficiency. From among the students who took
the writing test, the data belonging to the ones whose scores fell within two
standard deviations above and below the means (n = 127) were retained.
The teachers who taught the essay writing class were two experienced
writing instructors who worked under the supervision of the researcher.
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The syllabus, the teaching procedures, and the feedback strategies were all
designed by the researcher. Instructor effect was removed by having each
teacher teach one experimental group and one control group.
Materials
The students wrote six in-class essays during the 16-week academic term,
focusing on a variety of expository and argumentative topics. They then revised them based on their teachers’ written CF (form and content feedback
for the experimental group and content feedback for the control group).
Based on the study design (pre-test, post-test, delayed-post-test), only the
first essay, the pre-test, and the sixth essay, the post-test, were retained. The
delayed post-test was administered to the participants eight weeks following the termination of the experiment (the time interval between the fall
and the winter terms) in the first session of the participants’ subsequent
class, an academic writing course. It focused on an argumentative topic
and was also used as data. The purpose of this delayed writing task was to
collect data on the students’ long-term retention of CF (improvement observed in the accuracy of their subsequent writings in the absence of CF).
The topics for the pre-, post-, and delayed post-tests were as follows:
1. Do you believe that the existing co-ed university classes are more effective than the segregated classes? Provide reasons and examples for your
response.
2. Although exams constitute an integral part of any educational system,
some believe that they are not only useless but also detrimental to learning and must be removed from the educational system. To what extent
do you agree or disagree with this opinion?
3. Attending university classes should not be obligatory. To what extent do
you agree or disagree with this opinion?
It is worth mentioning that parallel writing topics were selected to ensure
that the improvement (if any) observed in the students’ writing accuracy
would not stem from the their need to use different lexical terms and syntactical patterns.
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Measures
Three tests were used to measure FDI and student writing motivation in the
experimental group: GEFT, Block Designs, and writing motivation scale.
GEFT scale. The Group Embedded Figures Test (GEFT) (Witkin,
Oltman, Raskin, & Karp, 1971) was used to collect information on students’ FDI style because it is the most commonly used measure of FDI
style. The test requires the participants to locate a previously seen figure
within a large complex figure. The test consists of three sections. The first
section is a two-minute warm-up session, composed of seven easy figures
to be located. The second and the third sections, which must be completed
in 30 minutes, include nine items each. An item is considered correct if
the respondent locates and traces simple forms embedded within complex
drawings. Scoring is based on the number of items correctly traced, and
may range from 0-25. A higher score is associated with a more FI style,
while a lower one is indicative of a more FD style.
Block Designs. According to Johnson et al. (2000), to increase the construct validity, one should use two measures of FDI. A high correlation
between the two measures confirms the validity of the obtained results.
In their study, Johnson et al. (2000) used GEFT as their main instrument
and correlated the results obtained from this measure with those of another instrument called Block Designs (Wechsler, 1981). Block Designs is a
timed task in which the learners should use colored blocks to reproduce
pictures models. Similar to the results obtained from GEFT, a higher score
indicates a more FI style. The participants of the present study took the
Block Designs, too. The correlation between the participants’ scores obtained from these two instruments was 0.82, higher than those reported
in Johnson et al. (2000) (0.78) and Witkin, Dyk, Faterson, Goodenough,
and Karp (1962) (0.65). The reliability index acquired for GEFT was 0.89.
Writing motivation scale. The students’ level of writing motivation was
measured by The Writing Motivation Scale (WMS) adopted from Troia et
al. (2013). This questionnaire forms part of a larger scale, which measures
writing motivation, self-efficacy, success attribution, and so on. However,
only the writing motivation section, which is the largest and the most important part of the test, and which is relevant to the aim of the present
study, was adopted. The questionnaire consists of 30 items on an 11-point
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scale, ranging from 0% (totally disagree) to 100% (totally agree), with increments of 10. The reliability obtained for this instrument was 0.91. All
the three tests were administered to the students within the same session.
Research Procedures
The study was conducted in a university essay-writing course. The
major objective of the course was to help the students write well-developed and well-organized expository and argumentative essays; however,
linguistic accuracy was also emphasized. That is, for each essay genre, the
typical grammatical patterns (e.g., patterns used for expressing causal relationships) were highlighted and briefly explained while sample essays were
introduced to the students. The first half of the semester focused on introducing and practicing expository essays, while the second half dealt with
presenting and practicing argumentative essays. Six class sessions were
devoted to each essay type. That is, for each genre, two full class periods
focused on presenting writing models and analyzing their different components in order for the students to become familiar with the discursive
structure of the genre in question. Then, four class sessions were spent on
having the students write essays on the given topics and revise their writing
after receiving the teacher’s CF.
The students in the experimental group wrote three expository and
three argumentative essays (450–550 words), received the teacher’s CF and
revised their writing based on the feedback. The time allotted to completing each writing task was 105 minutes (essentially a full class period). The
CF did not target the linguistic errors only. Comments were also given on
the organization and the content of the essays; these comments addressed
such issues as appropriate sequencing of the essay content, coherence, and
relevance of the content to the topic of the essay. The procedure for the
control group was similar to the experimental group except that they only
received feedback on content. They were also told to look for language errors and correct them in their revisions. This group served as a comparison
group in order to see whether the improvement (if any) observed in the
writing accuracy of the experimental group was the result of the teacher’s
CF, or, the result of practice with writing, which over time helps students
improve their accuracy (Truscott, 1996).
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Error. As mentioned above, the students in the experimental group
received CF on their linguistic errors. These errors were classified into five
major categories: verb, noun, article, word, and sentence. These categories
were adopted from Ferris & Roberts’ (2001) error classification.
The indirect written feedback given to students was provided in
a coded form according to the above categories. Ferris (2003, p. 52) asserts that indirect feedback, as compared to direct feedback, contributes
to long-term improvement of students’ writing due to “the increased student engagement and attention to forms and problems.” Comments on
content and organization, which were provided according the rubrics in
ESL Composition Profile (Jacobs et al., 1981), were written in the margins,
within the texts, and at the end of the texts.
The linguistic errors of the students in the control group were identified and recorded on separate sheets, counted, and compared in the different drafts for analysis. The students in this group, however, did not see any
comments targeting their language errors on their papers.
In order to ensure the accuracy of error coding, before analyzing the data,
15% of the essays were selected randomly and reviewed by the researcher and
a native English speaker with experience in teaching writing. The Cohen’s
Kappa inter-coder reliability was calculated through SPSS; the acquired index
was 0.97, which, according to Landis and Koch (1977), is an outstanding
agreement index. Table 1 illustrates the data collection procedure.
Because the study focused on the grammatical accuracy of students’
writing, the number of grammatical errors in each error category and the
total number of errors in each task were calculated. In order to calculate
the error means, the procedure suggested by Biber, Conrad, and Reppen
(1998) was followed—the error counts were divided by the number of
words in the text and then multiplied by a standard number representing
the average number of words in each text in the whole sample, which was
500 in the present study. In addition to this, the experimental groups’ mean
scores on GEFT and WMS, which indicated their level of motivation and
FI, were calculated.
The data were subjected to two repeated-measures (RM) ANOVA to
compare the differences between the error means of the pre-, post-, and
delayed post-tests of each group (control and experimental), which indicated the short- and the long-term retention of CF. Three independent t
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Table 1. Data Collection Procedure
Week		
Procedure
Week 0		
Week 1		
Weeks 2–3
Week 4		
Week 5		
Weeks 6–9
Weeks 10–11
Weeks 12–14
Week 15		
Week 16		
Week 24		

Writing motivation questionnaire, GEFT, and Block Design (Ex		
perimental group only)
OPT & Writing test
Introduction to expository essay
Essay 1 (Pre-test): In-class expository essay
Revision of Essay 1
Practicing expository essay and writing two new drafts and
revising them (at home and in-class)
Introduction to argumentative essay
Practicing argumentative essay and writing two new drafts and
revising them (at home and in-class)
Essay 6 (post-test): In-class argumentative essay
Revision of Essay 6: End of the term
Essay 7 (delayed post-test): In-class argumentative essay
(Beginning of winter term)

tests were run to compare the error means of the two groups on the pre-,
post-, and delayed post-tests. Finally, in order to investigate the extent to
which FDI and writing motivation predicted the experimental group’s retention of CF in the short and in the long run, two multiple regression
analyses were run: one for the short-term retention of CF (the difference
between the pre- and the post-test) and the other for the long-term retention of CF (the difference between the pre- and the delayed post-test).

Results
The main concern of the present study was investigating the impact of
the students’ IDs (FDI style and writing motivation) on their retention
of teacher’s CF (i.e., the improvement observed in their writing accuracy
on subsequent essays) over time. Hence, the first set of analyses examined
whether any reduction can be observed in the errors made by the students
in their subsequent essays as a result of being exposed to the teacher’s CF.
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CF Effect on the Improvement of Writing Accuracy
Table 2 presents the results of RM ANOVA for the differences between the
error means of pre-, post-, and delayed post-tests of the experimental group.
The results of RM ANOVA show a significant effect for the CF (F =
112.24, p < .001), indicating that the experimental group significantly
improved their writing accuracy and retained the corrections over time.
The results of the post hoc paired t tests showed that all the differences
between the means were significant; that is, the error mean significantly
reduced from the pre-test to the post-test, and from the post-test to the
delayed post-test. The effect size for the differences between the means is
0.75, which is a large value. According to Cohen (1988), an effect size index
greater than 0.70 is regarded as a large effect size value.
Table 2. RM ANOVA for the differences between error means of pre-, post-, & delayed posttests (experimental group)
		
Mean		
F		
p
Effect size
Pre-test		32.09		112.24		.00		0.75
Post-test		22.64			
Delayed		17.90			

The means of the experimental group were compared with those of
the control group, who did not receive any CF on their language errors,
to see if the observed improvement was due to the CF they received. The
performances of the two groups on the three tests were compared using
independent t tests. The results are illustrated in Table 3.
The results indicate that although the two groups were similar with
respect to their writing accuracy at the beginning of the term, the students
in the experimental group, who received CF, made significantly fewer errors than the control group in the subsequent essays. The results for the
Table 3. T-test results for the difference between the error means of experimental and control
groups
		
Pre-test
Post-test
Delayed
Group		
Exp.
Cont.
Exp.
Cont.
Exp.
Cont.
Mean 		
32.09
31.55
22.64
27.60
17.30
26.87
t		
0.30		
5.89*
8.93**
Effect size			
0.53		
0.79
*p< .05 **p< .001
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post-test show an error mean of 22.64 for the experimental group and an
error mean of 27.60 for the control group. The difference between the two
means is significant (t = 5.89, p < .05) with a moderate effect size (0.53).
The same is true for the delayed post-test (t = 8.93, p < .001) with a large
effect size (0.79). Hence, it can be claimed that the teacher’s CF helped the
experimental group to outperform the control group in improving their
writing accuracy over time.
In order to more confidently attribute this improvement to the teacher’s
CF, it was needed to specifically look at the type of error that the students
in the experimental group previously committed and received feedback on.
In so doing, the error means on the five error categories on which CF was
provided were calculated and compared between the three essays through
RM ANOVA. Table 4 illustrates the results.
Table 4. ANOVA for the difference between the error means of pre-, post-, & delayed post-tests
(Experimental group)
Category		
Pre-test
Post-test
Delayed
F
p
Verb		
6.87
4.84
3.78
37.7
8.00
Noun		
4.19
2.99
1.95
35.85
.00
Article		
13.4
9.91
8.49
43.01
.00
Word		
4.80
3.04
2.20
19.41
.01
Sentence		
2.74
2.04
1.34
21.98
.00

As the results show, for all the five categories, verb, noun, article, word,
and sentence, one can see a significant effect for the CF. The results of the
follow-up paired t tests revealed that all the differences were significant,
indicating that the students improved their errors in the specific categories
on which they received feedback from the pre-test to the post-test, and
from the post-test to the delayed post-test. These results confirm the data
in Table 3, attributing the reduction observed in the error means to the
teacher’s CF.
Effect of IDs on the Short- and Long-term Retention of CF
In order to examine the relationship between the IDs and the short-term
retention of CF, the error mean loss was calculated by subtracting the error
mean of the post-test from that of the pre-test and then a multiple regression test was run. The results showed that the overall regression model was
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significant (F = 29.19, p < .001). The results also showed an R2 value of 0.52,
indicating that the two predictor variables accounted for around 52% of
the variation observed in the dependent variable (retention of CF). Table 5
illustrates the coefficients for the writing motivation and FDI.
Table 5. Regression coefficient for the effect of writing motivation and FDI on short-term CF
retention
Indep. variables		
β		
p		
R2
FDI			
0.48		
.00		
0.52
Writ Mot		
0.34		
.00

As the results indicate, both motivation for writing and FDI have significantly predicted the short-term retention of feedback. The B values
show that FDI is a stronger predictor than writing motivation (0.48 and
0.34, respectively). As for the learning style, the β value indicates that for
every unit of increase in FI, one can see 0.48 units of decrease in the error
mean of the subsequent essay (the post-test), while this index for writing
motivation is 0.34 units.
The same procedure was followed for the error categories to see if the
short-term retention of CF observed in these categories, too, can be predicted by the participants’ IDs. The results of multiple regression revealed
that the two IDs predicted the students’ short-term retention of four categories, namely, verb (F = 3.83, p <.01), noun ending (F = 3.04, p < .05),
article (F = 4.23, p < .001), and sentence (F = 2.92, p < .05). Table 6 presents
the coefficients for these four categories.
Table 6. Regression coefficient for the effect of IDs on short-term retention of CF on error
categories
Category					β
			FDI			Writing motivation
Verb			
0.39*			
0.29*
Noun			
0.37*			
0.28*
Article			
0.41*			
0.32*
Sentence			
0.35*			
0.30*
*p<.05
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The same statistical procedure was followed for investigating the link
between the students’ IDs and the long-term retention of feedback (the
improvement observed from the pre-test to the delayed post-test). The results showed that the overall regression model for the long-term effect of
feedback was significant (F = 8.62, p < .001). The R2 value for this test was
0.24, which indicates that the participants’ IDs altogether accounted for
about 24% of the variation observed in the dependent variables (i.e., longterm retention of feedback). Table 7 illustrates the coefficients for the two
variables.
Table 7. Regression coefficient for the effect of writing motivation and FDI variables on longterm feedback retention
Indep. variables
β
p
R2
FDI				
0.34		
.01		
0.24
Writing motivation
0.22
.10

As illustrated in Table 7, unlike the short-term feedback retention,
only FDI has significantly predicted feedback retention in the long run.
The β value for FDI is almost similar to that of short-term retention (β =
0.34), indicating that the variation in this learning style accounted for 0.34
unit of variation (decrease) in the error mean on the delayed post-test.
Regarding the error categories, similar to the overall errors, only FDI
influenced the long-term retention of CF. Here, however, the results were
significant for three categories only, that is, verb (F = 3.12, p < .05), noun
ending (F = 2.78, p < .05), and article (F = 3.64, p < .05). Table 8 illustrates
the coefficients for these four categories.
Table 8. Regression coefficient for the effect of IDs on long-term retention of CF on error
categories
Category				
β
FDI
Writing motivation
Verb			
0.31*		
0.17
Noun			
0.27*
0.15
Article			
0.35*
0.21
*p< .05
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Discussion of the Results
For the most part, the results of the first section of the study showed that
the teacher’s CF helped the participants improve their errors over time.
These findings confirm the results of such studies as Bitchener (2008) and
Ellis et al. (2008), in that they also found a significant enduring impact
for the written CF. The findings of the present study, however, challenge
Truscott’s (1996, 1999, 2004, 2007) claims regarding the fact that feedback
can have negative effects on the students’ writing accuracy in their subsequent writings. The findings are also incompatible with Truscott and Hsu’s
(2008) research results in that, although their study found support for the
beneficial effect of error correction on immediate revisions, it rejected the
feedback’s longitudinal positive effect on the learners’ writing development. They concluded that successful performance in revision acts could
not lead to good performance on new tasks of writing.
The results of the study also showed a significant positive effect for both
cognitive (FI) and affective (writing motivation) factors on the retention of
teacher’s CF. More specifically, FI successfully predicted the retention of
CF both in the short run and in the long run. In other words, FI-oriented
learners benefited from the teacher’s CF more than FD-oriented ones and
wrote more accurately on the subsequent writing tasks over time. The same
was true for the students with a higher level of motivation for writing.
These findings support the theoretical assertions of a number of recent
studies (e.g., Ellis, 2010; Ellis, 2012; Ferris, 2010; Goldstein, 2005; Guénette,
2007; Hyland & Hyland, 2006) that have attributed the diversity of L2
learners’ performances in taking up and applying feedback to their individual characteristics (e.g., motivation, L1, learning styles, goals) as well
as to the context in which they receive feedback. Besides, the findings are
in line with Brown (2007), Dörnyei (2005), Ehrman & Leaver (2003), Ellis
(2012), Mackey, Philip, Egi, Fujii, and Tatsumi (2002), Robinson (2002),
and Skehan (1989), who deem a significant role for the learner-internal
variables (specifically cognitive and affective ones) as the important factors
that mediate between instruction and L2 learning.
More specifically, with regard to FDI style, as mentioned above, the previous studies have confirmed the relationship between FDI and L2 learning
in general (Chapelle & Green, 1992; Bialystok & Hakuta, 1994; Tinajero &
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Páramo, 1998). However, given that the students’ retention of CF on their
linguistic errors indicates interlanguage development (Ellis, 2006), then
the results of the present study corroborate the findings of the previous
research suggesting that FI-oriented L2 students are more successful language learners in a formal classroom context (Hansen & Stansfield, 1981;
Day, 1984; Chapelle & Roberts, 1986; Abraham & Vann, 1987; Stansfield
& Hansen, 1983). As stated by Johnson et al. (2000, p. 539), “the superior
restructuring ability associated with the FI pole should facilitate linguistic
analysis and thus acquisition of formal competence in second language.”
Similarly, Ellis (2001) finds FI students’ large capacity for grammatical
analysis an important factor in their higher success in language learning,
as compared to FD learners.
The results related to the specific error categories add further support
to this discussion. As the results showed, FI affected the retention of CF in
the errors belonging to four categories, that is, verb, noun ending, article,
and sentence in the short run, and verb, noun ending, and article, in the
long run. Recognition of the errors in these categories and application of
teacher’s feedback require careful and detailed linguistic analyses, for example, using proper verb tense, right article, correct sentence structure,
and so on. Moreover, recognizing and correcting the errors identified with
codes are very challenging and require complex cognitive analyses, which
corresponds more to the learning orientations of FI learners (Witkin et al.,
1962; Witkin & Goodenough, 1981).
The results, nonetheless, showed no relationship between the improvement observed in the errors belonging to the word category and
FI style. In other words, no difference was found between the FI and
FD learners in improving their word errors over time. A likely explanation for this finding might be the fact that word errors are untreatable
and non–rule-governed (Ferris & Roberts, 2001). Hence, the FI learners’
higher ability in linguistic analysis did not give them an advantage over
the FD learners in correcting word errors. Jamieson (1992) contends that
FI learners’ ability to perceive analytically is associated with understanding
language as a system. This systematic aspect of language is not manifested in the errors of this category.
However, although sentence structure errors, too, are untreatable,
the results of the present study showed that FI significantly predicted the
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decrease in the errors of this category in the short run. Rahimi (2009) argues that for Persian learners of English, in lower-intermediate to intermediate proficiency levels, errors in the sentence category can be categorized
as treatable since they are quite limited and, hence, more recognizable and
amenable to correction. For the Iranian learners participating in Rahimi
(2009), the sentence structure errors were mainly run-ons (more than
60%), the majority of which could be corrected by replacing a comma with
a semicolon or a full stop. Rahimi (2009) suggests that this phenomenon
stems from the interference of learners’ L1 (Persian) and the dominant
teaching method in the EFL context of Iran.
Similarly, in the present study, 63% of the sentence errors in the pretest were run-ons, whereas this number reduced to 32.5% in the post-test.
Hence, since the majority of the sentence errors in the first essay were
rule-governed, the FI participants’ analytical and problem-solving ability
helped them recognize and use them more correctly than the FD ones in
their subsequent writings.
The above discussion corroborates Ellis’s (2010) idea of the interaction of IDs and contextual factors in mediating between CF and learning
outcomes. Given that Rahimi (2009) considers sentence structure errors
treatable for the Iranian learners of English with an intermediate English
proficiency, one can argue that the students’ context of language learning
and their L1—Persian—contribute to their retention of feedback on sentence errors. Concerning the long-term retention of CF, however, FI did
not predict the reduction observed in the sentence errors. Following the
above discussion, one could argue that the nature of the students’ sentence
errors changed as they had more practice with writing, received feedback
on their errors and corrected the sentence errors they had at the beginning.
As a result, they attempted to use more complex structures and this led to
different types of errors, which were more difficult to correct due to their
untreatable nature. A review of sentence errors in the post-test revealed
that only 22% of the errors in sentence structure originated from using
run-ons; the remaining ones belonged to erroneous embedded sentences,
lack of subject-verb agreement, fragments, and so on.
In regard to the affective factor, the results of the present study showed
a significant relationship between the participants’ short-term retention of
CF and their writing motivation. The findings support those of the studies
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which envisaged a central role for L2 learners’ motivation in the process of
feedback implementation (e.g., Goldstein, 2006; Guénette, 2007; Hyland,
2011; Storch & Wiggleworth, 2010; Swain, 2006; Swain & Lapkin, 2003)
and those that found a link between motivation and writing development
(Chenoweth & Hayes, 2003; Goldstein, 2006; Guénette, 2007; Hayes, 1996;
Kormos, 2012; Pintrich & Schunk, 2002; Shute, 2008; Troia et. al, 2013;
Zimmerman & Riesmberg, 1997). However, as mentioned above, so far, no
study has investigated the relationship between L2 learners’ motivation for
writing and the efficacy of teacher’s CF.
All in all, the results of the present study confirm Ellis’s (2010) framework of CF—that is, teacher’s CF does not simply and unconditionally lead
to learning. This relationship is mediated by learner’s individual characteristics, namely, cognitive and affective variables, as well as the specific
features of the learning context.

Conclusions and Implications
The findings of the present study make notable contributions to the current CF literature and classroom practices. By being aware of the individual characteristics and the important role they play in the learning process,
teachers can better devise their instructional methods and plan the most
suitable writing tasks and correction strategies that best address their
learners’ strengths and weaknesses. In other words, they should fine-tune
their feedback approach to adjust it to their learners’ needs and individual
characteristics (Ferris, Liu, Sinha, & Senna, 2013).
More specifically, since the result of the present study showed that indirect written CF is more in line with the superior restructuring ability
associated with FI learners, a different feedback method should be adopted
for FD learners. A more explicit and, at the same time, interpersonal and
communicative feedback method such as teacher-student conferences on
a one-on-one basis might help FD learners to take advantage of teacher’s
comments. As Ellis (2001) suggests, pushing L2 learners to adapt to the
teacher’s method of instruction would create a state of anxiety in them.
Rather, writing teachers should try to match their instruction and the students’ learning style through “the teacher catering for individual needs
during the moment-by-moment process of teaching (i.e., by emphasizing
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group dynamics and offering a range of activity types)” (Ellis, 1989, p. 260).
At the same time, teachers can help students learn how to change their
approach to learning. As Wang and Nunan (2011, p. 146) state, we need
“the addition of a learning-how-to-learn dimension to the curriculum as
the key.” This helps to make a balance between the two approaches, that
is, adapting the instruction to the students’ learning orientations and, at
the same time, helping them to adapt their learning habits so that they can
make their learning more effective.
The results of the present study, however, need to be interpreted cautiously due to some important limitations. First, in Ellis’s (2010) framework, cognitive and affective factors include a wide range of variables. The
present study, however, focused on one cognitive and one affective factor.
To explore the interaction between CF and the mediating variables more
accurately, further research could ideally include a wider range of factors—
induction/deduction, ambiguity tolerance, general language learning motivation, and L2 learners’ attitude toward the teacher’s CF.
Moreover, as one of the contributing factors identified in the model
is the context of learning, further studies could investigate the impact
of the same variables in a different context (ESL context, for example).
Additionally, the study only examined the students’ improvement of writing accuracy, which is but one aspect of writing development. Further
studies can focus on the overall writing quality and fluency and explore the
contribution of IDs to the CF effect on these aspects.
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This article presents three case studies that closely examine various types of interactions taking place in writing center tutorials involving newly arrived pre-matriculated ESL writers. By learning what strategies tutors commonly use and how
successfully the ESL writers negotiate their goals for the visit and the form and
meaning of their text through this sample, this study aims to help identify what
characterizes successful tutorials and what unique challenges English language
learners might face when interacting with tutors. Results from these case studies
show that it is not how many corrections tutors make or suggest for the students’
papers, but how much the tutors engage their tutees in a meaningful dialogue
that brings satisfaction to the ESL students. Findings also suggest that deliberate efforts should be made to equip ESL writers with necessary metalanguage to
communicate their goals for their visit.
Keywords: Writing center, scaffolding, ESL writers, second language writing
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T

he present study is a form of action research in that it stems from a
“problem” that I have perceived as a writing teacher while working
with pre-matriculated English as a Second Language (ESL) students
in intensive English program settings over the years. Like most of my
colleagues, I have always encouraged my ESL writers to visit the writing
center, and my ESL students appreciated being given the information about
the service and were excited about being able to receive additional help
with their writing from tutors. To my bewilderment, what I often heard
in return from many of my ESL students after their visits was that the sessions were not as helpful as they had expected. Students were always a little
sheepish as they admitted their dissatisfaction, as if they were revealing a
secret that their teacher was not supposed to know. However, when asked
to share the reasons for their dissatisfaction, most of my ESL students were
unable to clearly identify them. If my students were not able to clearly state
what they perceived as problems, I wanted find out whether I as a writing
teacher could find where the potential problems may lie by identifying
common interactional patterns that may surface in the tutorials. To achieve
this purpose, I conducted three case studies, centering on the following
two questions:

1. What scaffolding strategies do tutors use when responding to
pre-matriculated ESL students’ texts?
2. How effectively do ESL students negotiate their goals for the visit and the
form and meaning of their text with tutors?

Literature Review
Various scholars have addressed what characterizes successful second
language (L2) writing center tutorials. Some general principles include
letting tutees have autonomy (Brooks, 1991) by “maintaining a focus on
student-centered, non-directive tutorials” and higher-order concerns
(Raymond & Quinn, 2012, p. 76), and avoiding the “proofreading trap”
(Cogie, Strain, & Lorinskas, 1999). Blau, Hall, and Strauss (1998) argued
that tutors should be cultural informants and hone their skills in using
Socratic questions, balancing global- and local-level concerns. Others have
observed that advice typically given to tutors working with native language
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(L1) writers may not be suitable for those who work with L2 tutees (Hall,
2001; Harris & Silva, 1993; Thonus, 1999) since L2 writers may need explicit and directive feedback as opposed to indirect or Socratic approaches
(Williams, 2004, Williams & Severino, 2004), which could obscure the true
intention of a suggestion (Thonus, 1999).
Scholars have also examined ESL students’ perceptions and expectations of writing center tutorials, as well as tutors’ perceptions toward ESL
writers and their errors. In her study of L2 writers’ perceptions of writing
center service, Crowley (2001) reported that L2 tutees are often dissatisfied
with the tutorials, and she urged teachers to provide students with a general orientation of what to expect at the tutoring sessions. In their analysis of
self-assessments of tutoring sessions, Raymond and Quinn (2012) learned
that writers tended to be concerned about grammar, clarity, and textual
flow the most, whereas tutors tended to direct their focus on argument,
and then on grammar, and finally textual flow.1 More recently, Eckstein
(2013) examined what type of feedback L2 writers preferred based on the
L2 writers’ English proficiency levels and found that low-proficiency writers
tended to prefer feedback on local concerns, whereas high-proficiency
students tended to appreciate feedback on global errors.
North (1984, p. 444) believed that in order to make advances in writing conference research, it is important to describe the conversations and
examine “what characterizes it, what effects it has, how it can be enhanced.”
The last two decades have seen a steady growth of interest in using conversation analysis (CA) in the writing conference research, coupled with
scaffolding as a theoretical construct. Although CA initially had no direct
connection to writing in the early years of writing conference research,
there has been an increase in the interest in the method in describing writing conference dialogues in order to identify patterns or diagnose problems (Bell & Youmans, 2006; Blau et al., 1998; Ewert, 2009; Koshik, 2002).
For example, Weigle and Nelson (2004) analyzed twelve tutorials involving
both native and nonnative English speakers in the writing center context.
They found that tutors’ prior training and experience as well as the ESL
tutees’ English proficiency made an impact on the perceived success of the
1. Since their data do not distinguish between L1 and L2 tutees, relatively little information can be gleaned from the study in terms of understanding unique challenges
novice L2 writers face in the writing center.
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writing center tutorials from the tutors’ perspectives. Considering that the
ESL students in their study were mainstreamed and they likely possessed
relatively higher English proficiency, since they were enrolled in freshman composition or graduate-level ESL writing courses, findings from the
study may not be directly applicable for understanding unique challenges that pre-matriculated, especially newly arrived, ESL students may face.
In addition, all six tutors, although labeled as novice, were MA TESOL
candidates enrolled in a graduate course entitled Issues in L2 Writing and
were probably much better primed for the tutorials than most tutors in
typical contexts, because they had pretutorial sessions with the tutees’ writing teachers to familiarize themselves with the course goals and to ask any
questions they may have had regarding the class. Considering that most
tutors usually do not have this kind of opportunity prior to tutoring, data
from less homogenized groups of tutors are still needed in order to understand what happens in settings in which tutors do not have much previous
knowledge of the writing course or lack L2 tutoring experiences, if not the
tutoring experiences in general, or both.
As one of the core concepts of sociocultural theory (Lantolf & Thorne,
2006; Vygotsky 1962, 1978), scaffolding has been found to be a useful concept in writing conference research because its dialogic nature lies at the
center of writing conferences. The theory posits that a learner can reach the
next level of knowledge or skills within the Zone of Proximal Development
(ZPD) through graduated help (scaffolding) provided by a more capable
peer or a teacher, and “conferencing presents a classic example of a teacher-led Zone of Proximal Development” (Patthey-Chavez & Ferris, 1997,
p. 51). Although scaffolding has been used by various writing conference
researchers as a theoretical framework, what actually constitutes scaffolding in writing conferences has varied among researchers. For example, in
their study of the relationship between writing conference discourse and
student revisions, Patthey-Chavez and Ferris (1997) focused on two “tracers,” which included (1) teacher requests for elaborations and clarifications
and (2) teacher comments and instruction on argumentative strategy. As
these tracers were identified based on ESL students’ conferencing with
teachers on a specific assignment (argumentation), they may not necessarily represent various strategies used in peer tutoring sessions. Ewert
(2009) examined writing conference discourse between pre-matriculated
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L2 writers and two writing teachers based on negotiation and scaffolding,
using the six features identified by Wood, Bruner, and Ross (1976) as coding schemes: recruitment, direction maintenance, reduction in degrees of
the goal, marking critical features, frustration control, and demonstration.
As the six coding schemes were originally developed for describing the tutoring of L1 children in problem-solving situations, they may be somewhat
limited for describing writing conference dialogues, especially those that
involve adult L2 writers. For example, confirmation checks and questions
for clarifications as well as various types of negotiations which frequently
occur in the tutoring sessions are not included in the schemes, and most of
the strategies, except marking critical features, relate to the aspect of managing peripheral aspects conducive to learning, but not directly involved in
the facilitation of knowledge or skills.
The present study uses a case study approach in order to closely examine various types of interactions taking place during tutoring sessions
involving pre-matriculated, newly arrived ESL writers by analyzing the
conversations based on the scaffolding strategies commonly used by tutors. Scaffolding strategies in this study are operationalized as directives
(somewhat similar to Ewert’s [2009] marking critical features), negotiation
for lower- or higher-order concerns, which combines and adds to PattheyChavez and Ferris’s (1997) two tracers, as well as strategizing, echoing; and
using non-negotiating questions and short confirmatory remarks, all of
which were identified as recurring patterns in the analysis. The study also
aims to examine how successfully the ESL writers negotiate their goals for
the visit and the form and meaning of their text, and what contributes to
their satisfaction, thereby identifying what characterizes successful tutorials and what unique challenges pre-matriculated English language learners
might face when working with tutors.

Method
Participants
I recruited a purposive sample, consisting of three ESL students and three
native English speaking tutors. The three ESL students were enrolled in the
intensive English program at the institution where I currently teach and
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were taking an advanced-level writing class taught by a colleague. The institution is a midsized private university in southwest Michigan and enrolls
a large number of international students each year. These three students
were placed into the third level in the three-level intensive English program. Their language proficiency levels were similar; both the first and the
third students scored 550 on paper-based TOEFL (PBT), and the second
student scored 80 on MELAB, which is comparable to 550 PBT. Based on
Aljaafreh and Lantolf ’s (1994) five-level regulatory scale, the proficiency
of these students would be best described to be between Level 3 (able to
notice and correct an error but only with scaffolded help) and Level 4 (able
to notice the error and correct it after confirming the correct form with
the expert). These students were recommended by the course instructor
because they were some of the better writers in the class and they would be
responsible and cooperative.
To select tutors, I consulted a graduate teaching assistant (TA) in the
English Department who was well-acquainted and worked closely with the
tutors in the writing center. I asked her to suggest names of those who she
thought might be willing to participate and would be good candidates for
the study, considering previous experiences with working with ESL students. I was given three names of tutors, who happened to all be senior
English majors with one or more years of experience tutoring. (See Table 1
for profiles of the participants.) All writing center tutors at the institution
were trained through a course, Teaching and Tutoring Writing, in which
students spend the first six weeks learning general principles of tutoring
and the next six weeks learning general principles of writing. Tutoring is
part of the course requirements and students spend the first two weeks observing other tutors before beginning tutoring. Typically about half of the
writing center tutees consist of various types of L2 students, and recently
the tutoring course has begun incorporating materials on L2 writers into
its content, but this content had not been part of the course curriculum
when these three tutors were enrolled. Although the tutors had no formal
training in working with L2 tutees in the course, they reported that many
of their tutees were L2 writers and they had “learned on the job.” Their previous training focused on general principles such as diagnosing problems
with students’ writing, designing appropriate responses to these problems
and creating a conducive, affirming environment.
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The writing course the ESL students were taking was a semester-long
course designed for advanced-level ESL students, focusing on sourcebased academic writing. The students were working on a position paper at
the time of the study, stating whether they agreed or disagreed with the arguments presented in an article about the US education system. The teacher said she usually required each student to visit the writing center once or
twice for each writing assignment, and all of her students, including these
three, were required to visit the writing center with their initial drafts for
this assignment.
Data Collection

Data were obtained in three different meetings for each of the tutor
and tutee pairs which spread out over the course of the month. The
Table 1. Participant Profiles
Tutors

Gender		

Yrs
experience as a
tutor

Major

Related
experiences

Foreign
language

T1

F

English lit
TA for
1½ yrs				
(senior)
remedial composition

3 yrs of Italian

T2

M

Working with
Political
3 yrs					
at least a few
science/
ESL tutees at
English lit
the lab weekly
(senior)

3 yrs of Spanish

T3

F

English lit
Tutored ESL
3 yrs					
(senior)
students in
high school.
Many of her
tutees are ESL
students.

3 yrs of Spanish
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first meeting was an oral interview in which general information
about the subjects’ educational/tutoring background was obtained
through short questionnaire surveys. The second was a tutoring
session, which was tape-recorded and transcribed. The third meeting
was a follow-up interview, in which questions were asked to clarify unclear segments of the tape and for participants to share their
feelings about the sessions so that the researcher could triangulate the
overall results by measuring the participants’ satisfaction of the sessions. Each subject received a gift card for participating in the study.

Table 2. Tutee Profiles
Time in
Gender			
United
States / Status

Experience with
Major			
English
composition

S1

Less than 6
F			
months;
full-time ESL

Learned
Biology			
academic
writing at a
private English
school in Brazil

S2

M		 Less than 6
months;
ESL/
academic

S3

M		 Less than 6
months;
full-time ESL

Tutees

Engineering		

Wrote in
English for
business in Peru

Wrote a few
Japanese 			
papers in
college in Korea

Native language

Portuguese

Spanish

Korean
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Data Analysis

The analysis involved a reiterative process of coding, categorizing,
and recoding data that characterizes a grounded theory approach.
After the initial coding process, bigger categories were identified
centering on feedback-response types, which led to the final coding categories listed in Table 3. In order to identify scaffolding
strategies, I separated the tutors’ discourse into peripheral remarks
which were not directly related to facilitating learning and those
that were, which included directives, negotiations, strategizing,
echoing, non-negotiating questions, and short confirmatory remarks. Students’ responses were categorized into self-correction,
questioning, explaining, negotiating, echoing, and short answers.
These categories are not an exhaustive list of all the speech samples.
For example, single turns in which tutors simply read the students’
texts, extended the previous phrases or added fillers were not taken
into consideration in the analysis, although included in the final
count of the total turns. In order to ensure inter-rater reliability,
20% of the total segments (25 turns from each session, excluding
peripheral discourse) was analyzed by an outside reader, and there
was an 88% agreement on the category assignments. In the following sections, key findings of each case are presented, followed by a
general discussion, in which common patterns are identified and
discussed in the context of existing research.
Case 1
This 30 minute-session between a twenty-two-year-old female tutor and a
twenty-four-year-old Brazilian female tutee had a total of 130 turns. The
session began with a few exchanges of peripheral discourse about the assignment. Upon being asked, “What do you want to work on today?” the
tutee responded with a vague statement, “This is my draft . . . . So I need
to check.” Then the tutor began reading the paper out loud from the beginning with a strategizing statement, “Alright, well I’m going to read it and we
can go over things that need to be changed, okay?”
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Table 3. Coding for speech segments
Speach acts
Peripheral discourse (PD)

Tutor scaffolding strategies
(TS)

Student response (SR)

Subcategories 		

Examples

• Greeting, social talk, exchanges during filling out the
form (G/F)
• Information about the
assignment (ASSNMT)

“Alright, what’s your name?”

• Directives on lower-order
concerns followed by explanations (D-LOCs)
• Negotiation for lower-order
concerns (N-LOC)

“It’s singular, so the verb needs to agree
with it.”

• Negotiation for higher-order concerns (N-HOC)

“So, then, after this, one of the important
things you should do is talk about what he
means by substitutes for ‘brain, bravery and
hearts.’”

• Strategizing (STR)

“Let’s come back to this.” “I’m going to read
it and we can go over things that need to be
changed, okay?”

• Echoing (ECH)

“Uh-hmm,” “Okay,” “Yeah.”

• No-negotiating questions
and short confirmatory
remarks (Q/C)

“You’re paraphrasing?”
“Make sense?”

• Self-correction (SC)

T1: “I was a very difficult…”
S1: “It was a very difficult…”

• Questioning (QUE)

“For example, here . . . this is a comma or is
colon?” “Is it logically correct?”

• Explaining or negotiating
(EXP/NGT)

“Okay but the teacher said that we need to
put quotation marks.”

• Echoing (ECH)

“Uh-huh,” “Okay.”

• Short answers (SA)

“Yes, like that kind of thing.”

“What teacher is this for?”

“In one university? What do you mean by
‘in one’? Like a specific one?”
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Overall, meaningful interaction was scarce as the student’s turns were
predominantly back-channels, such as “okay,” “yeah,” and “uh hmm,” as
the tutor pointed out mostly grammatical and mechanical errors followed
by explanations (See Table 4 for a summary of detailed analysis of the discourse.). Despite the fact that tutee’s written English was proficient enough
to produce a two-page argumentative paper and state her position quite
clearly, the tutee mainly responded with one- or two-word answers that
merely echoed the tutor’s remarks.
This session included 57 directives and 18 negotiations. The tutor
pointed out 16 formal errors, such as the use of quotation marks, intext citations, prepositions, subject-verb agreement, article usage, capitalization, spelling, and indentations. Although most of the error
corrections were followed by a sufficient amount of explanation, the
tutor often failed to provide correct explanations. Two of these instances involved the failure to use –ing forms as in phrases, “This test is very
hard and for enter [italics added] in the best universities” and “For me
Table 4. Analysis of Interaction
Discourse type

Examples		

Number of turns (Total # of turns)
Case 1
(130)		

Case 2		
(192)		

Case 3
(64)

PD

G/F
ASSINMT

11
11

9
5

1
9

TS

D-LOC
N-LOC
N-HOC
STR
ECH
Q/C

57
12
6
1
10
10

74
12
3
6
38
11

15
23
12
1
4
10

SR

SC
QUE
EXP
ECH
SA

1
7
16
63
6

0
7
47
94
3

1
9
21
12
10
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resolve that education of develop skills and teach relevant knowledge
is the biggest challenge.” The following exchanges show how the tutor
came up with her own answer when she was not sure how to explain:
T1: I am trying to figure out how to explain what that is. It’s um. For
enter. For means um. It it means there’s something there’s a reason
for something.
S1: um-hmm
T1: Um. Like. The reason for entering would make sense. For enter but
um if you if this is action. To enter. Is the um.
S1: okay
T1: is the form that you would use.
Explaining the errors in failing to use a gerund in the second sentence,
the tutor once again gave a confusing explanation that the –ing forms were
needed because they were ongoing things.
T1: Um. You forgot to put in umm you’re talking about something that
is ongoing developing
S1: Uh hmm
T1: Right. So you’ll um add the –ing to the verbs
S1: Um hmm
T1: Developing and teaching um because it’s an ongoing thing.
Later, when pointing out the use of contractions, the tutor once again
used a confusing explanation “The apostrophe . . . you don’t want to put
that mark . . . when you’re writing academic you just don’t want to use it.
You want to spell it out. Did not or can’t, cannot.”
There were about six comments that produced 12 turns of negotiation
for lower-order concerns, and these comments were given for rephrasing
for clarity and adding more details to clarify meaning.
In the follow-up interview, the tutee said, “The tutor talked very fast.
Sometimes it’s hard to understand. She talked, talked, and talked. . . . I
couldn’t understand.” Then she expressed a wish that she had worked with
a different tutor. “[Tutor 3] is really interested in my paper and helps me
with ideas and expressions,” she said indicating that she had wished to sign
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up for Tutor 3 but the tutor had no available slots. Her tutor, on the other
hand, assessed the session mostly in a positive way: “I think the session
went well, although I felt a little awkward knowing I was being recorded. I
consciously tried to stay on task.”
Case 2
This session, which also lasted about 30 minutes, involved a twenty-twoyear-old male tutor and a fifty-one-year-old Peruvian male tutee. Although
this session had the greatest number of turns (see Table 4), this was an
extremely challenging one, as both the tutor and tutee remarked in the
post-session interview. The tutee brought a draft in which he mainly listed what he agreed and disagreed with based on his opinion of an article he read from the textbook. Although the global-level concerns were
rather serious and pressing, the tutee’ poor communication skills, further
hindered by his heavy foreign accent, failed to deliver his intended purpose of visiting the writing center to the tutor.After just a few initial turns
of peripheral comments related to filling out the form, the tutee made a
somewhat abrupt remark, “This is my topic sentence,” and repeated the
same message. The tutor apparently did not understand why the tutee kept
pointing to what he called a “topic sentence.” The following excerpt illustrates tutee’s arduous efforts to express his needs and the tutor’s confusion:
S2: This one I have this is my topic sentence.
T2: Yep
S2: This is my topic sentence and I also plan that he [the author] was
unfair.
T2: Alright um . . . just stylistically . . . it has a bit of a choppy flow.
S2: Yeah
T2: It’s a little rough.
S2: Is that because of . . . Because this this is my topic sentence.
T2: Um . . .
S2: Today at 6 p.m. I have appointment with another tutor to improve
the sentence.
T2: So do you want me to read through this part and kinda help you
smooth it out?
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S2: Yeah. Something I think that maybe . . .
T2: [reading] Here the faculty take no pride in your educational
achievements . . .
S2: Um-humm
T2: Umm.
S2: For example this is . . . I connect with another idea and another
idea and . . . this is only one.
T2: I understand what you’re trying to say there that even though he
did have a good argument, was unfair . . . I think that the wording here
. . . instead of saying that he wasn’t fair, I think it would flow a little
bit better if you said he unfairly considered . . . Do you like that
better?
S2: Yeah yeah you . . . because this is my topic sentence this is the main
point . . . if I have this correct.
T2: Okay
S2: For example, this is my conclusion.
T2: Yep
S2: This is my body.
T2: Yep
S2: And this is my topic sentence.
T2: Eh
S2: You . . . I have good topic sentence? . . .
T2: [reading] so you can have a good foundation for the rest of the . . .
S2: One, two, three, three topic
T2: Yep
S2: three points
T2: Yeah for sure
S2: the conclusion and topic sentence
T2: Alright, ‘k um let’s see. [reading under breath] Um. I don’t think
you need a comma here.
Baffled by the seemingly unnecessary repetitions of the phrase “this
is my topic sentence,” the tutor set his own goal by choosing to focus on
smoothing out sentences and correcting grammatical errors.
Later in the follow-up interview, the researcher discovered that what
the tutee meant by topic sentence was actually a thesis statement, and what
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he tried to communicate was that he wanted the tutor to check his thesis statement, and see if his organization of ideas (introduction, body, and
conclusion) was effective. The tutee was aware that his thesis and general
supporting points might not be adequate. In fact, most of his explanations
seen in Table 4 were his attempts to point out his thesis sentence and the
structure. He tried to tell the tutor that he had another appointment at the
writing center later in the evening, so he just wanted the tutor to check his
thesis and to tell him if his ideas were “correct or not correct.” He added, “I
need[ed] ideas for supporting the ideas.” This was a rather important message, as he clearly had a specific goal (and an important one) in mind in
coming to the session, but it failed to be understood due to his poor ability
to speak in English. Both the tutee and the tutor expressed extreme frustration, the tutor saying, “I really had no idea what he was trying to say,”
and the tutee echoing the same level of frustration: “I didn’t understand
what he say!”
Interestingly, as we can see in Table 4, this session included the highest
number of directives and echoing words for both the tutor and the tutee, although they were having serious communication problems. Furthermore,
this tutee attempted questions and explanation, but most of them were not
understood by the tutor. The tutee’s spoken English was fairly limited, in
that the majority of his speech included grammatical errors, and when he
asked questions, he mainly used phrases rather than sentences.
Despite the fact that the global-level concerns were most pressing,
confronted with his tutee’s lack of communication skills, the tutor resorted
to an easier tactic of going line by line, “fixing” the paper. Several times,
the tutor used “it flows better” as an explanation whenever he rephrased
some words or pointed out punctuation errors. When correcting the usage
of a semicolon to introduce a quotation, the tutor mentioned another reason, “So if it flows in the sentence you use a comma, if it does not then
you if it’s kind like it’s separate a little bit then use the colon.” Later the
tutee remarked, “The tutor say my sentence have choppy flow but I don’t
understand.”
About 15 minutes into the session, the tutor’s attention is given to finding out whether the tutee had to use APA or MLA. The tutee apparently
neither understood the distinctions between the two styles nor knew what
they were.
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T2: When you abbreviate page you would put a period after it but be
cause it’s MLA. You don’t need to say page so it would just be like
that
S2: Only?
T2: Yes
S2: Only? No more?
T2: That’s all you would put um
S2: Because . . . in my book say different
(another person: It might not be MLA!)
T2: What class is it?
S2: Example . . . here see
T2: Oh yeah they have in here they put a p dot
S2: Yeah
T2: Yea I mean I I guess then that I’d do it like
S2: Then another
The tutee pointed to a few more examples of APA-style in-text citations in his textbook before the tutor acknowledged, “There’s also uh the
American Psychological Association, uh American Medical Association,
uh Chicago Style, Turabian st—so there’s a whole bunch.” And the quest
ended with a simple directive, “Just be consistent.”
Case 3
The third tutoring session was between a twenty-one-year-old female
tutor and a nineteen-year-old male Korean exchange student who was
also taking some business courses along with advanced ESL composition.
Although the session was scheduled for 30 minutes, it ended up lasting
over 50 minutes but had the fewest number of the turns compared to the
other sessions. This session was markedly different from the other two.
First of all, although the tutor did correct some grammatical errors, she
left more uncorrected because she focused on negotiating meaning, rather
than form. As Table 4 shows, there were far more negotiations than directives, and the pair engaged in collaborative dialogue about higher-order
concerns such as logic, development, and organization more than in the
other two cases. The tutee used some echoing phrases like the other two
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tutees, but most of his efforts were made to explain his meaning, reasons
for choosing certain non-idiomatic expressions, as well as the reasoning of
his arguments, rather than passively accepting the tutor’s comments and
directives. The tutor challenged the tutee’s conclusion, which she felt was
contradictory to what he had been saying throughout the paper. The main
problem that the tutor perceived at the end of the session was that the
tutee’s last statement diluted the argument he had maintained throughout
the paper. Interestingly, it was the tutee, not the tutor, who came up with
the desirable solution to rectify the problem after the tutor’s lengthy,
rambling remarks:
T3: So what you need to do then next time . . . next time we need to
figure out a way to make your second paragraph say specifically
that the problem is that too much praise makes less meaningful
and that’s the point you’re trying to make in your second para
graph . . . the reason I was a little confused about that is because
. . . I felt that the more important part was . . . your friend didn’t
feel like he got good enough grades and he was upset as opposed
to you know, everybody was getting the same grades as him, so
what was the point. So if you wanna try and make them more the
focus is what you’re trying to say. Like, everybody can get the same
grades so it’s not even worth it to try harder, is what you’re saying,
because if everyone’s getting As, why do better work if you can get
an A for less work?
S3: Yes, oh, but that is the side effect, and I think, but I think praising
someone is important. Even though there is, there are some kinds
of side effect, so I, do I have to make a conclusion, like, but even
though that there are side effect, but praising is still good.
T3: So you wanna definitely like say that like yeah this is a problem and
it happens and it’s unfortunate, but it’s still important to praise
people.
S3: Yes, yes, yes, then I have to change the conclusion. I think.
As you can see, the tutee decided that it was not further development
of ideas that his paper needed, as the tutor had suggested, but changing the
last sentence of his conclusion.
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Another pattern that was markedly different in this session was that
the tutor frequently asked Socratic questions (Paul & Elder, 2007), becoming a sounding board to the tutee. Here are a few examples:
T: Okay, so, the society, maybe the different social differences that
they have to go through? Is that what you’re trying to say?” (a
question for clarification)
T: hmm . . . so what you’re saying is you don’t think that . . . no, how
does that then combine with praising students, as you do in this
sentence? (a question that probes evidence)
T: So what you’re saying, hm, so do you think that no matter what if
you praise someone who is not good they will get better? For
everybody? (a question about perspectives)
T: So here you’re saying, if you praise them too much, then they might
be poisoned, so it’s kind of the opposite, so then I want you to ex
plain to me how does it poison them? (a question that probes
assumption)
The tutor was helping the tutee to shape the written discourse by probing the thinking—clarifying meaning, examining evidence and assumptions, and questioning perspectives.
The session was not without challenges, however. For example, after
spending a few minutes trying to figure out the meaning of the word
“off-education” in the anomalous sentence, “However, I don’t think the
off-education, praise students regardless of doing well and bad, isn’t unnecessary,” the tutor finally suggested, “So, how about let’s do this. We’ll
highlight the sentence, and then I’ll read the rest of the paper and then we’ll
come back to this and see how we want to change it, okay?” This sentence
was, however, not revisited.
Another communication breakdown occurred when the tutor asked
the tutee whether he was supposed to use MLA or APA style.
T3: Um, are you supposed to be doing this in MLA form? Your quotes?
S3: Pardon?
T3: Um, when you, when you do the citations for the pages that you’re
quoting from, does she want you to do it in MLA, did she tell you?
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S3: Hmm, what is MLA?
T3: It’s the kind of quotation style that we usually use in, in papers in
English.
S3: Oh, oh but she said it is okay.
T3: It’s fine if you do it that way? Okay.
The instructor required the APA style, but the tutee apparently did not
understand what it was as his non-answer indicates.
Despite these apparent challenges, both the tutee and the tutor responded
positively to their session in the follow-up interviews. The tutee remarked,
“[Tutor 3] is my favorite tutor. She is very patient and always friendly and
helpful.” The tutor, on the other hand, acknowledged having common challenges that come with working with L2 writers, especially understanding the
tutee’s intended meaning of written phrases, but did not seem to be bothered
by the fact that she did not “fix” as many errors as the other two tutors.

Discussion
Q1: What scaffolding strategies do native-English-speaking tutors use when
responding to pre- university level ESL students’ texts?
Scaffolding entails structuring interactions to provide tailored assistance to help the learner recognize the current knowledge level and reach
the next level of development. All three tutors made such attempts, but the
strategies the tutors utilized exhibited both strengths and weaknesses. For
scaffolding to be within the ZPD, it is necessary to first define the learner’s immediate needs and properly organize the instruction in small steps
(Vygotsky, 1978). However, a pattern that emerged in all three sessions was
that the tutors preferred to read the papers aloud line by line, rather than
first trying to identify the purpose of the visit or collaboratively setting a
reasonable goal. Here’s how the first tutor began:
T1:
S1:
T1:
S1:
T1:

. . . and what do you want to work on today?
This is my draft . . . so I need to check.
so this is a finished draft?
No, it is not finished it.
. . . how long it’s going to be?
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S1: It says two pages.
T1: Okay. Alright well I’m going to read it and we can go over things
that need to be changed. Okay?
The second tutor also set his own goal by saying, “So do you want me to
read through this part and kinda help you smooth it out?” The third tutor
asked how the previous assignment went, what the current assignment was
for, and started reading the paper aloud. All three tutors started the tutorials by reading from the beginning, stopping whenever they saw grammatical errors or content gaps. When they offered metalinguistic feedback on
the tutees’ erroneous grammatical usage, the explanations were often confusing (e.g., the first tutor giving the wrong explanation about the required
–ing form in a prepositional phrase and gerund) or vague (e.g., the second
tutor using, “It flows better,” to explain punctuation choices).
All three tutors addressed the style sheet questions when they came to
an example, rather than initially, and apparently the tutees were clueless
as to what they were. During the debriefing session, the course teacher
expressed enormous shock that the students were not able to clearly indicate that they were expected to follow the APA style because the class had
already discussed the concept of style sheets and differences between MLA
and APA at the beginning of the course. Formatting choices such as MLA
or APA may be novel to many ESL students, and just like these three tutees,
they may not necessarily grasp the concepts even after they are introduced
to them in class.
It is interesting to note that the level of tutees’ satisfaction seems to
negatively correlate with the number of directives given by the tutors. As
shown in Table 4, Case 2, in which both the tutor and tutee expressed extreme frustration, contained the highest number of directives (74). Case
1, in which the tutee assessed the session as somewhat unsatisfactory, had
the next highest number of directives (57), whereas Case 3, in which the
tutee mainly gave positive responses, included the fewest directives (15).
Although there were a high number of directives in Case 2, global errors
were not addressed at all, and the session ended, both the tutor and the
tutee feeling quite frustrated. The Peruvian student, in the final interview,
reflected that “this [session] is about punctuation, period, and commas and
the idea and the topic sentence are the same.”
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Conversely, Case 3 included the highest numbers of negotiations for
local-level (12/12/23) as well as higher-order (6/3/12) concerns. An effective scaffolding strategy that the third tutor used was to become a sounding
board to her tutee by guiding him through the thought process so that
the tutee could seek his own solution. She left many grammatical errors
uncorrected but focused mainly on negotiating meaning and attending to
higher-order concerns such as logic and the writer’s intention.
We frequently hear writing center staff expressing their frustrations of
falling into the trap of doing what they least desire: editing papers rather
than engaging in a collaborative dialogue when working with ESL tutees,
and this was the case in the first two sessions. One reason may be, as Myers
(2003) speculated, that various syntactic and lexical errors are not only easier to deal with, but also stand out more as they are the local-level concerns
that demand immediate attention. This seemed to be the case with the first
tutor in this study, whereas the second tutor was led to attend to formal
concerns when faced with communication problems. Indeed, the second
tutee hoped to work on his thesis statement and the organization of his
ideas, but the challenges in communication turned the goal of the session
into an entirely different one.
In retrospect, I feel that the use of the writer’s L1 could have proven helpful for the second tutee. The tutor reported having intermediate
level proficiency in Spanish, and despite the serious communication breakdown, the tutor did not consider using Spanish to understand the tutee’s
confusing message. In terms of identifying the tutee’s purpose of the visit
and setting the goal, the use of Spanish could have provided more effective scaffolding and mediated the serious communication breakdown that
eventually led to extreme dissatisfaction that the tutee reported. As Weigle
and Nelson (2004) observed, face-to-face tutoring will not facilitate learning in the ZPD if tutees have difficulty understanding the tutors. Unless
“we understand what they bring to the writing center conference and allow
that perspective to determine our conferencing strategies,” it would not be
possible to provide tailored help that the students need (Powers, 1993, p. 46).
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Q2: How effectively do ESL students negotiate their goals for the visit and the
form and meaning of their text with the tutors?
ESL writing teachers tend to assume that their students will know how
to communicate with their tutors and they will ask for necessary help when
they visit the writing center. However, these sessions revealed that novice
L2 writers may not have been adequately equipped with essential linguistic
tools and communication strategies to communicate their goals to the tutors. The first tutee began with a vague statement, “This is my draft. . . . So
I need to check,” and the second student repeated a confusing statement,
“This is my topic sentence,” as he tried to communicate his goal. The third
tutee made an arduous effort to explain the assignment: “That is the article
I took to write about. And I quote about something that, um, related and
the motivation, praise, and motivation? And I quote some parts which is
the praise someone can be motivate him and it could . . . bring some better
conclusion? Or result?” All three tutees failed to communicate their goals
to their tutors.
Blau, Hall, and Strauss (1998, p. 28), in their linguistic analysis of a
native-speaking tutor-client pair, suggested that numerous echoing words
used in their study were signs that “the client and the tutor worked together harmoniously.” However, the current study involving second language writers has shown that the ESL students’ repeated confirmations
through various echoing phrases can actually be warning sings. The first
two tutees in this study said that they didn’t really understand the tutors’
explanations, and there were signs of communication barriers. However,
the sessions went on, because the tutees continued to respond with positive back-channels, keeping the conversations going. Once again, the same
negative correlational pattern was observed in the use of back-channels,
as the second tutee’s data included the highest number of echoing phrases
(94), and the first tutee’s data contained the next highest (63), whereas the
third tutee’s tutorial had the fewest (12). These patterns can probably be
attributed to the number of directives given by the tutors. Patthey-Chavez
and Ferris’s (1997) study showed that conferences with weaker writers
tended to include frequent back-channels whereas those involving stronger writers tended to be both longer and more interactive. However, a parallel may not be drawn between their study and the current one, because
none of the three tutees were considered to be at-risk writers; they were
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recommended by the course instructor for being relatively better writers in
the group. Although only the third tutee exhibited behaviors of a stronger
writer as described by Patthey-Chavez and Ferris, it seems that the collaborative strategy and the Socratic method that the tutor used, coupled with
the tutee’s interactional style, rather than his English proficiency or writing
skills, helped him to actively seek his own solutions.2
All three tutees tried to respond to the tutors’ comments, and the second tutee actually made the most attempts (47, compared to 16 times for
the first tutee, and 21 times for the third tutee). However, most of his attempts to explain were not understood, which prompted the tutor to set his
own goal by attending to grammatical and mechanical errors.
The first and the third tutees each made a self-correction once, whereas the second tutee made none. The first tutee remained mostly passive,
and most of her turns were very short and used no more than one or two
back-channeling words, which apparently signaled to the tutor her understanding of the tutor’s comments. Later in the follow-up interview, however, the tutee said that “if I am more confident in speaking in English, I
would say more.” Her lack of confidence in speaking kept her from more
actively negotiating, and instead she remained a passive recipient of the
incomprehensible, sometimes, confusing explanations. I suspect that her
failure to express her confusion and lack of understanding could be based
on her fear that she should be able to engage in rapid “online” communication when working with tutors. ESL writing teachers may need to make
conscious efforts to free their students from the pressure that they should
speak in complete, well-formed sentences to be understood. The tutors’
speech samples in these analyses clearly showcase the fact that people
speak in bits of unconnected phrases punctuated by fillers in informal conversations. In the same way, tutors should be freed from the fear of communicating with the ESL tutees by learning how to identify various causes
of communication stumbling blocks through the guidance of ESL teachers
and input from ESL tutees.
The severe communication breakdown in Case 2 stemmed from the
2. Both the first and the second tutees earned final course grades of A-, whereas the third tutee
earned a B, which suggests that passivity and low oral proficiency are not accurate indicators of
writing skills.
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fact that the tutee used mostly declarative sentences when he actually
wanted to ask questions. What he meant by, “My topic sentence is good”
was supposed to mean, “Could you tell me if my thesis statement is good?”
What he tried to communicate by repeatedly pointing out his introduction,
body, and conclusion paragraphs was, “Could you check the organization
of my ideas?” Not understanding the tutee’s intended message, the tutor
once again chose to focus on the obvious problem he could more easily
address: “Um let’s see. I don’t think you need a comma here.”
The relative success of Case 3 reveals that the tutee’s willingness and
confidence in expressing his or her thoughts is a key to a successful tutorial. The fact that the first two tutees, who complained about not understanding the tutor, were able to open up to the researcher and express their
thoughts when they were invited to share their feelings freely offers hope
that even those students with relatively low oral competency may be able to
communicate their thoughts with proper guidance and time.

Conclusion
This study has shown that it is not how many grammatical corrections tutors made or suggested to the students’ papers, but how much the tutors
engaged their tutees in meaningful dialogue on higher-order concerns that
brought satisfaction to the ESL tutees. The results of this study also add
support to Henning’s (2001) observations that success depends on whether
or not the tutees receive the information they need and how well the tutor
established rapport with the tutee. The studies have also highlighted the
importance of strategizing the session by collaboratively setting the goal
of the session before engaging in tutor-led conversations. Among the three
tutees in the current study, the tutee who responded the most positively to
the tutorial was the one who received the fewest directives and suggestions
for changes but was engaged mostly in reevaluating higher-order concerns
through the scaffolding provided by the tutor. I realize that these observations, based on a small number of cases, cannot be used to generalize how
most tutors approach ESL tutees’ texts or to predict how ESL writers would
respond to differing tutoring strategies. However, these studies tell compelling stories providing warning signs that should not be ignored.
Making cross-comparisons across related studies is not easy when
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criteria in defining proficiency levels are not streamlined. If we assume
that the proficiency levels of the tutees in this study were comparable to
Eckstein’s (2013) low-advanced-level students, who preferred feedback on
global issues, then this research would add further support to his findings.
On the other hand, these tutees could also be considered as low-proficiency English-language users in that both their oral and independent writing
abilities exhibited significant challenges. This seems to indicate that care
should be taken when drawing general conclusions about L2 tutees. Efforts
should be made in future research to identify and define various scaffolding
strategies used in writing conferences to increase comparability of studies.
In interpreting the results, it is also important to remember that regardless
of the L2 writers’ proficiency levels, L2 writers’ needs are likely to differ
depending on where they are in the process of the writing, since students
may visit the writing center multiple times, each time with different needs.
This study has shown that a writing teacher’s hope that his or her students will walk out of their tutoring sessions with better ideas of how to
improve their papers, if not better written products, is simply a wish if
these students are not capable of engaging in a meaningful dialogue and
thus identifying their own challenges that come with writing in a second
language. Findings indicate that deliberate efforts should be made to help
ESL students gain confidence in communicating with tutors by equipping
the students with necessary linguistic and pragmatic tools and by providing a nurturing atmosphere where they can freely, not hurriedly, voice their
problems and challenges. For tutorials to be successful, it is imperative that
students learn metalanguage such as, “This is my rough draft. Could you
tell me if my arguments are logically sound?” Or, “Could you check my
thesis statement and see if it is clear and accurate?” Unlike Generation 1.5
students or mainstreamed ESL students, who possess relatively high oral
skills (Harklau, Losey, & Siegal, 1999; Ritter & Sandvik, 2009), many newly
arrived ESL students may face serious challenges not only in writing but
also in expressing their needs.
Also, ESL writing teachers and writing center staff can involve their
students in a dialogue to find out what can be done to make the tutoring sessions more successful, what challenges the second language writers
often face when they work with tutors, and what strategies the students
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might suggest. The students will appreciate the initiative and guidance in
this novel journey as they learn how to be in control of their conversations
with tutors.
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writing
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Faculty and writing center tutors bring expertise to writing as practice and process. Yet at many institutions, the two groups work in relative isolation, missing
opportunities to learn from each other. In this article, I describe a faculty development initiative in a multidisciplinary writing program that brings together
new faculty and experienced undergraduate tutors to workshop instructors’ comments on first-year writing. The purpose of these workshops is to assist faculty
in crafting inquiry-driven written responses that pave the way for collaborative
faculty-student conferences. By bringing together scholarly conversations on tutor expertise and the role of faculty comments in student learning, I argue for the
value of extending partnerships between writing centers and programs. Such accounts are important to the field for challenging what Grutsch McKinney (2013)
calls the “writing center grand narrative,” which limits the scope of writing center
work by imagining centers primarily as “comfortable, iconoclastic places where
all students go to get one-to-one tutoring on their writing” to the exclusion of
lived realities (p. 3). In this case, I describe a writing center where tutors bring
their expertise outside the center and into the faculty office, consulting in small
groups with faculty with the aim of enriching the quality of instructor feedback
in first-year seminars.
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writing, conferencing
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B

oth faculty and tutors from across the disciplines bring expertise
to writing as practice and process. Yet at many institutions, the two
groups work in relative isolation, missing an opportunity to learn
from each other’s expertise. Faculty bring deep experience in the practice
of writing in a discipline. Tutors bring insights in the effective response to
student writing, given their multiple roles as students, tutors, and writers.
In this article, I describe a faculty development initiative in the Princeton
Writing Program where faculty from across the disciplines collaborated
with tutors to workshop and revise their comments on student writing. The
goal was to assist faculty in crafting inquiry-driven responses to drafts and
revisions, paving the way for generative student-faculty conferences about
writing. By bringing together scholarly conversations on tutor expertise
and the role of faculty comments in facilitating students’ development as
writers, I argue for the value of extending partnerships between writing
centers and faculty across the disciplines. Such accounts are important to
the field because they incorporate student voices into conversations about
faculty responses, while identifying writing centers as useful and dynamic
partners in faculty development.1
Commenting is a labor-intensive practice. In the Princeton Writing
Program full-time lecturers write nearly 400 single-spaced pages of comments per year: a full page of comments on three drafts, four revisions, and
a portfolio, in addition to shorter comments on lower-stakes assignments
along the way. Typically, all of this commenting is followed up with individual or small group conferences on three drafts and a research proposal.
Like writing instructors everywhere, faculty invest a tremendous amount
of time in responding to student writing with the hope that it helps their
students develop as writers. Yet they also often wonder about the effects
of this feedback, given its uneven incorporation in revisions and subsequent assignments. This leaves many eager to understand the relationship

1. Special thanks to my former colleagues in the Princeton Writing Program, Amanda Irwin
Wilkins (director), Keith Shaw (former associate director for the writing center and current
associate director for the writing seminars), and Judy Swan (associate director for writing in science and engineering), who helped envision the revisions to the faculty development program
described in this article and read early versions of this article. I served as associate director
for the writing seminars from 2010 to 2013, taking the lead on coordinating and refining the
curriculum of the faculty development program.
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between how faculty respond to student writing and what students learn
from this feedback cycle.
Scholarship on commenting suggests this question is difficult to answer. In “What good is it? The effects of teacher response on student’s [sic]
development” Anson (2012) argues that one reason we know so little about
this relationship is that research tends to focus on the teacher’s role in facilitating learning, while excluding the perspective of students. Surveying the
scholarly literature on commenting, he argues for the need to examine the
complex social processes by which comments are given and received and
to probe assumptions about the centrality of teacher response in student
development (pp. 191–193). Perhaps most provocatively he asks: “What
would it mean for us to delve far more deeply into the complexities of the
relationship between what teachers say to students about their writing and
what effect, if any, this has on students’ development in the socially and
interpersonally imbricated places where teaching and learning happen?”
(p. 194).
In “Across the Drafts” Sommers (2006) is interested in precisely
those interstices and is more optimistic about what students can learn
from faculty in the process. Drawing on data from the Harvard Study of
Undergraduate Writing, she argues for the vital role of instructor feedback
in students’ development as writers and their socialization into the intellectual life of the university. Like Anson, Sommers acknowledges that scholarship neglects the role of students in what she calls the “vital partnership
between teacher and student” during response transactions (p. 249). Her
research fills an important gap by bringing students back into the equation,
exploring not merely teacher response but the mentoring relationships that
can develop between students and instructors during the feedback cycle
(p. 249). She argues that “feedback plays a leading role in undergraduate
writing education when, but only when, students and teachers create a
partnership through feedback—a transition in which teachers engage with
their students by treating them as apprentice scholars, offering honest critique paired with instruction” (p. 250; emphasis added). Students report
developing most as writers when faculty deliver focused and constructive
criticism that is forward-looking and when students indicate they are receptive to that feedback, believing it will help them do well not just on a
local assignment but on the many writing challenges ahead (pp. 250–252).
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The question then becomes how can faculty craft comments that offer not
only “honest critique paired with instruction,” but facilitate the collaborative partnerships essential to long-term learning. How might faculty comments lay the groundwork for inquiry-driven draft conferences with these
same students? And how might faculty be trained to do this work in a way
that brings student perspectives back into the conversation?
In the Princeton Writing Program, directors surmised that writing center undergraduate tutors would be particularly strong resources for helping
faculty begin to address these questions. Although it does not specifically
address commenting practices, recent research suggests that faculty development can be enhanced through collaborations with writing centers. In
her critical review of recent publications dedicated to writing center work
and faculty development, Bergman (2008) argues that writing programs,
and writing centers in particular, may be especially well-positioned to envision faculty development as “collaborative processes of education and
reflection,” which gives them the potential to “encourage faculty to rethink
their practices, not just conform to changing laws, rules, and pet projects
of administrators” (p. 524). The reflective practices cultivated in writing
centers offer a powerful alternative to the often top-down models of faculty
development adopted by many institutions.
Malenczyk and Rosenberg (2011) propose one way of encouraging
such rethinking of practices through a collaboration between writing
center tutors and first-year composition faculty at Eastern Connecticut
State University. In an initiative foregrounding tutors’ expertise as brokers between students and teachers and their own experiences as writers,
Malenczyk and Rosenberg invited tutors to participate in faculty workshops about peer review and students’ rights to their own language. They
argue that “inviting tutors to take part in such workshops is a way to probe
traditional faculty perspectives and to represent students’ voices” in ways
that “acknowledge tutors as seasoned experts who can offer insights into
their peers’ motivations and writing blocks that sometimes exceed faculty
knowledge” (p. 8). Peer tutors possess a special form of agency through
their “hybrid role as mentors and students,” which has given them deep
experience negotiating “between students and student concerns, between
student-faculty concerns, and their own individual concerns” during consultation sessions (p. 8).
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Their training builds upon Harris’s theory (1995) of the special role
tutors play in acting as mediators in educational institutions. Tutors, she
argues, “inhabit a middle ground,” helping students decode the meaning of
academic language, often playing the role of “translator or interpreter, turning teacher language into student language” when it comes to deciphering
assignment prompts or instructor feedback on writing (p. 37). This leads
her to conclude that the writing center functions as an “institutionalized
mechanism to facilitate the flow of otherwise impeded communication” (p.
38). In other words, tutors’ double experience as tutors in the writing center and students in the classroom gives them access to perspectives often
unavailable to faculty because of their more hierarchical positions as teachers. As Healy (1995) argues in “A Defense of Dualism: The Writing Center
and the Classroom,” “Tutors can be present [to students] as fellow pilgrims
in a way that faculty cannot” and this can be “important as a catalyst to students’ developing sense of independence and their own authority” (p. 184).
Just as this special perspective gives tutors authority in conversations
about student responses to faculty comments, instructors possess expertise
that may benefit undergraduate tutors. Having been socialized into their
fields through many years of training and research, faculty members in the
disciplines have developed a comprehensive knowledge base, can recognize
and enact the conventions of academic argument in their fields, and have
written and revised often enough to have developed effective approaches to
the writing process. Their experience has given them a strong command of
the knowledge domains that Beaufort (2007) ascribes to expertise: subject
matter knowledge, discourse community knowledge, procedural knowledge, genre knowledge, and rhetorical knowledge, which allows them to
adapt their writing to specific purposes and audiences in their fields (p.
221). At the same time, these expert faculty sometimes struggle to make
the implicit explicit to their students, since their modes of argument and
analysis have become almost second nature to them through their long
process of disciplinary socialization. A significant part of training in responding to student writing is focused on creating space for faculty to discuss and articulate how disciplinary ways of knowing manifest themselves
in ways of doing on the page.
When faculty see for the first time students’ drafts in response to their
prompts, they are often confronted with the distance they must travel to
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teach academic moves that may seem natural to them, like asking a good
question, engaging a scholarly conversation, and using evidence to support
a claim in a given field. If tutors inhabit a “middle ground” between faculty
and students, faculty inhabit a middle ground between their disciplines
and their classrooms, seeking to build bridges between the two.
The different positions of tutors and instructors create special challenges that can be addressed through collaborative faculty development
workshops. Healy (1995) writes that the gap between the writing center
and the writing seminar classroom can lead to “envy, mistrust, and misunderstanding between residents of the classroom and the center” (p. 188).
As writing center tutors, peer consultants see many faculty members’ assignment prompts but don’t have much context for how these teachers
prepare students to do those assignments through class activities and discussions. They often are eager to hear more about how and why faculty design the assignments, and how their disciplinary orientations inform how
that work is taught and evaluated. The commenting workshops offer writing center tutors a rare opportunity to peek behind the curtain and learn
more about the pedagogical principles informing professors’ assignments
and comments, which may help tutors strengthen their expertise in writing
and foster trust between tutors and faculty as partners in the enterprise of
teaching and learning. Faculty, on the other hand, gain a clearer sense of
the practices and values underwriting the writing center conference, including its approach to responding to student writers and writing.
Given the synergies between these two groups, how might they collaborate to strengthen the quality of faculty feedback on student work? How
might tutors help faculty imagine how their suggested revisions can encourage the kind of forward-looking gaze that Sommers (2006) describes
as critical to a strong writing education? And how might these workshops
cultivate the forms of speculation, or reading for potential in a draft, that
Moneyhun and Hanlon-Baker (2012) argue is characteristic of the productive writing center conference? Moneyhun and Hanlon-Baker have shown
that composition faculty who undergo writing center training gain “priceless first-hand knowledge and a richer understanding of how students interpret assignments and use feedback” (p. 5), yet they focus exclusively on
conferencing techniques, missing an opportunity to explore how faculty
comments can set the stage for inquiry-driven conversations about writing.
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In fall 2010, the Princeton Writing Program launched a faculty development initiative to begin to answer these questions. While the writing
center and writing seminar program collaborated on some initiatives, there
was renewed interest in strengthening ties between both program wings.
The writing seminar program consists of 30–35 postdoctoral lecturers and
several graduate student fellows from across the disciplines who teach
theme-based writing seminars. The writing center comprises up to 65 undergraduate and graduate student tutors.2 Each year about 30% of the faculty are new teachers either because veteran faculty have reached the end
of their five-year limit on contract renewals or, as is more often the case,
they leave to pursue other opportunities (most often by joining university
programs or departments in their disciplines). This rapid turnover makes
continuous professional development essential to building and sustaining
communities of practice around the teaching of writing.
Commenting has been a long-standing focus of the program’s faculty development initiatives. In the past, faculty attended several hours
of workshops led by other faculty on diagnosing and responding to student writing as part of five full days of training in writing pedagogy. New
faculty also attended two or three one-to-one meetings with a program
director in the fall to discuss the comments they had made on a set of
student drafts and revisions. A writing program director offered feedback
on the strengths of the comments while also pointing towards opportunities to better diagnose the paper’s strengths and weaknesses and help
the student prioritize revision tasks. Faculty had been trained in Haswell’s
(1983) “minimal marking,” which recommends highlighting but not correcting sentence-level errors in order to focus on higher-order concerns
(pp. 601–602). Faculty also practiced organizing their comments according to key terms taught in all writing seminars as part of a shared lexicon
for describing academic writing.3 This strategy makes comments clearer by
structuring them around three or four major concepts (e.g., motive, thesis,
methodology, analysis) and is designed to facilitate transfer so students can
track their development as writers across drafts and revisions.
2. Tutors are called “fellows” in the program to acknowledge the competitiveness of the positions and students’ expertise in writing consultation.
3. This lexicon was developed by writing program administrators in the writing program and is
based on the key terms developed in “Elements of Academic Argument” by Harvey in the Harvard Expository Program: http://isites.harvard.edu/fs/docs/icb.topic1359379.files/elements.pdf.
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In these consultations, writing program directors and faculty also addressed the important interpersonal dynamics of comments, which faculty are encouraged to compose in the form of a response letter. Issues
addressed included establishing a collaborative tone in the letters, balancing honest praise with constructive criticism, and raising questions or
modeling avenues of inquiry that enable students to see the potential of
their ideas, while preserving agency over their essays. Comments on drafts
and revisions are important because they typically precede one-to-one or
small-group conferences between faculty and students, where papers are
discussed. In conferences between writing seminar faculty and first-year
students, faculty and directors have witnessed firsthand how comments
invite or close off avenues for establishing collaborative conversations. The
response letters pose opportunities for developing partnerships with students by raising questions and establishing common ground that can be
investigated together in these conversations.
There is evidence to suggest that this model of faculty development was
successful in the program. According to student evaluations of the firstyear writing seminars, faculty comments and conferences with students
were ranked as the strongest aspects of the course. Yet the large number of
new faculty entering the program each year made the one-to-one model of
faculty development difficult for writing program administrators to sustain. We were also eager to experiment with less-centralized and more-collaborative models of training so that faculty could serve as readers for each
other and start partnering with tutors, who worked in isolation down the
hall. In fall 2010, these workshops were revised so that faculty no longer
met one-to-one with directors. Instead, training was restructured as a series of small group conferences, which included three or four new faculty members, a writing center undergraduate tutor, an experienced faculty
member, and a director. Each new faculty member brought two student
papers and their written comments on those papers to the sessions. Each
group met for two hours to skim the papers and read the comments from
what was imagined to be the student’s perspective, listening for clarity, diagnostic acumen, and a collaborative tone and approach.
To focus our conversation, we asked ourselves questions like these: If
you were the student reading these comments, what about them would
seem particularly helpful to you as you revised the draft or approached
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the next assignment? What seems potentially confusing or discouraging?
How might the comment—or commenting strategy—be revised to make
the feedback more helpful to the writer?
This model of faculty development seemed much more effective, fulfilling Bergman’s criterion (2008) that good faculty development “encourage faculty to rethink their practices” (p. 524). Instructors reported finding
it helpful to hear students’ perspectives on the writing process. Pens were
scribbling as tutors offered advice on how they would pose questions or
frame for students why a claim was perplexing or how it might be refocused. Students also offered perspectives that challenged those held by experienced faculty and directors. One seasoned teacher reported learning
from a tutor about the value of “not overwhelming the student” with comments beyond a page because the student body tended to be perfectionistic
and some students were likely to interpret such responses as defeat. The
tutor reminded faculty of those who might be struggling to become engaged in the seminar and how faculty could articulate comments in ways
that involve those students and activate their imaginations.
Such workshops also highlight the social dimension of teaching. Most
of our work as tutors and teachers in the writing center and classroom is
about creating conditions that encourage active student learning. When
we consider the role of feedback on drafts and revisions in that process, interesting discussions emerge. The workshops give faculty a perspective on
how their peers tackle commenting—an exercise that’s ordinarily done in
private—and through tutors they learn more about how students respond
as readers to that feedback. Both faculty and tutors practice diagnosing and
finding ways to facilitate the learning of higher order argumentative issues;
and they often learn to borrow ideas and even sentences from each other
that make their way back into faculty comments and tutor conferences.
Despite its value, there are some challenges to facilitating such workshops. In order for the workshops to be most useful, they should be timed
to target those moments in the semester when faculty receive drafts or
revisions and are about to begin their responses. The collaborative workshops are designed in part to review what faculty learned in their weeklong
training. These follow-up workshops occur at a time when the challenges
of commenting seem more “real” because faculty are confronted with their
own students’ responses to their assignments. This immediate relevance to
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their classrooms lends the workshop urgency as faculty are learning about
their assignments, their students’ responses to those assignments, and their
class dynamics at the same time. To institute a program-wide faculty development workshop that allows faculty to apply what they are learning as
they are teaching, programs need to have deadlines that are relatively standardized across sections. Faculty also need to have an incentive to participate in these workshops during those particularly busy commenting and
grading weeks. In independent writing programs that hire largely full-time
faculty with reasonable teaching loads, this may be an easier feat.
However, there is value in designing such workshops even if logistically they cannot be timed at the moment when they would be most relevant
to new faculty. For example, coordinating such workshops at the end of
the semester could also be a useful reflection exercise in assessing the relationship between commenting practices and students’ trajectories through
the course. It may even be most beneficial to envision a greater role for
writing center tutors from the very beginning. As the new writing center
director at Pitzer College, I experimented with a smaller-scale version of
these workshops by inviting a writing center tutor to participate in an early
faculty workshop on assignment design, which allowed my colleagues—
some of whom had taught at the college for more than a decade—to learn
more about students’ struggles with vague or overwrought prompts that
demanded too much or too little of them. The tutor was able to share patterns of student reactions to assignment prompts and faculty feedback,
which helped us explore the relationship between teaching and learning
in the writing-intensive classroom. I was reminded yet again that when
tutors speak from their own experience, sharing what they’ve learned and
negotiated in conversations with their peers, their words often have more
authority than ours.
This article tells the story of a faculty-development initiative developed
at one institution and extended at another. Empirical research is needed
to test whether such interventions in commenting practices influence students’ perceptions of themselves as writers, improve the quality of revisions,
and shift pedagogical practices in faculty-student one-to-one conferences.
Anson (2008) has famously called for data-driven research to move “public
discourse about writing from belief to evidence, from felt sense to investigation and inquiry” (p. 12). Yet I also believe that descriptive accounts of
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less systematized pedagogical experiments create useful forms of knowledge for the field. This is particularly true for writing center professionals,
where narratives of our work have the potential to define our self-understanding in productive or limiting ways.
In Peripheral Visions for Writing Centers, Grutsch McKinney (2013)
has called on scholar-practitioners to challenge what she calls the “writing
center grand narrative,” which limits the scope of writing center work by
imagining centers primarily as “comfortable, iconoclastic places where all
students go to get one-to-one tutoring on their writing” to the exclusion
of lived realities (p. 3; emphasis in original). As suggested in this article,
writing centers can depart from this isolationist narrative in compelling
ways. I tell the story of a writing center where tutors bring their expertise
outside the center and into the faculty office, consulting in small groups
with faculty with the aim of enriching the quality of instructor feedback
in first-year writing seminars. In other words, I describe a set of practices
that are useful to consider beyond the one-to-one consultation. As Grutsch
McKinney argues, such stories at the margins of grand narratives have the
potential to enrich the field by preventing the writing center’s disciplinary
history from being “narrowed . . . to such a degree that others do not understand the complexity of our work” (p. 85) and by expanding the discursive purview of what a writing center can be.
If Harris (1995) argues that “writing instruction without a writing center is only a partial program, lacking essential activities students need in
order to grow and mature as writers” (p. 40), then writing program faculty
development without tutor involvement is only a partial endeavor. Tutors
bring perspectives to conversations about responding to student writing
that may enable faculty to understand how their assignments and written
responses are negotiated and how both might be reframed in ways that
better enable students to join larger communities of readers.
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N

ancy Sommers’s Responding to Student Writers is a self-proclaimed
“modest book” (vii) with an important goal: discussing best practices in responding to student writing. Published by Bedford St.
Martin’s, the book aims to address teachers at the college-level who may
find themselves struggling with increasing enrollment and a practice that
“takes more time, thought, empathy, and energy than any other aspect of
teaching writing” (x). At approximately 50 pages, Sommers’s slim book is
both conversational and easy to digest, a text that could easily be slipped
in a carry-on bag for a trip to a conference or read quickly between classes.
Though the retail price for students is $18.99, teachers can request a desk
copy for free through Bedford. The majority of the volume is organized
into an introduction and six main sections; however, an index, brief bibliography, and summary of best practices are also provided.
The first section, “Setting the Scene for Responding,” stresses the
importance of purpose and a positive tone in comments, as well as the
hazards of overcommenting. It also discusses how written comments can
be more useful when they are connected to classroom practice by using
terms and descriptions from lessons. The next section, “Engaging Students
in a Dialogue about Their Writing,” expands on the role of conversation
through commentary and includes a manifesto written by students describing the importance of specificity, student agency, and the marking of
themes and patterns. According to Sommers, “Questions alone may not
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engage students, but questions anchored in the specifics of a student text
and phrased in the common language of the classroom are much more
likely to create a role for students in the exchange” (20). As illustrated by
the quote, connections between different types of responses and student
authority are stressed throughout the text.
The next two sections, “Writing Marginal Comments” and “Writing
End Comments,” address marginal notes and end notes respectively and
continue to emphasize engagement. For example, Sommers suggests having students write “Dear Reader” letters that then guide teacher comments.
The fifth section provides instructions for managing paper load, including focusing on global issues first, designing class handouts for common
problems, and thinking about alternative ways to provide comments, and
the final section, “A Case Study: One Reader Reading,” gives an example
of comments Sommers provides on a particular student’s draft. Sommers
ends the handbook with a two page spread of best practices, including brief
lists of bullet points for preparing, responding to rough drafts, promoting
revision, and responding to final drafts.
Responding to Student Writers is far from Sommers’s only work on student writing or instructor feedback; she has published numerous scholarly
articles, including the influential texts “Responding to Student Writing”
and “Revision Strategies of Student and Experienced Writers.” She has also
co-authored many Hacker handbooks such as A Writer’s Reference and
Rules for Writers. Much of the material for the current text comes from
her longitudinal study performed at Harvard University, a four-year foray
into the role of writing in undergraduate education. Her work builds on
“Responding to Student Writing” by including some of the same criticism in the first section—that teachers tend to over-comment and provide
vague, contradictory feedback—but also providing advice that will help
teachers meet her challenge of offering students comments that encourage
revision and development.
One of the strengths of the book is that it provides actual responses
and guidelines provided by students. Much of the advice given here should
be familiar to those well-versed in the literature concerning responding
to student work; however, Sommers’s suggestion that teachers should give
students the chance to define what effective comments are does not seem
widespread in theory or practice. Along with the manifesto and other
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quotes from students at Harvard, she offers a sample of recommendations
for the teacher from students at Bunker Hill Community College, including “Write comments that begin conversations, not end them” (34) and
“Provoke us. Help us think for ourselves” (34). Another strength of the
book is that it provides several case studies and specific guidelines for giving effective feedback. For example, it offers a series of questions to ask students when crafting “Dear Reader” letters and a sequence to consider when
responding. Sommers emphasizes that responding to students should not
be formulaic, but these examples present a place to start.
Because the book tends to stress the same habits and practices across
chapters, tools and innovative ways to respond to student writing, such
as rubrics, podcasts, and oral feedback, are merely touched upon, and instructors with a background in the literature will find few surprises. In
addition, those interested in discipline-specific methodologies or writing
in an ESL context will need to read further. However, the goal of the text
is to provide less familiar teachers with an easy guide to thinking about
their responses and how they affect students, and it accomplishes this with
gusto. After all, responding to student comments is “serious business” (x).
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